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"STRANGERS IN THE HOUSE":
THE MAORI LANGUAGE IN
GOVERNMENT AND THE MAORI
LANGUAGE IN PARLIAMENT
1865-1900
Phil Parkinson*
The Treaty of Waitangi conferred upon Her Majesty's new subjects "all the rights and
privileges of British subjects" and that included, in theory, the right to be represented in the infant
government. In practice, however, the right of Maori to vote in elections was not taken seriously
until 1858 and the presence of formally elected members in the House of Representatives was not
achieved until August 1868. When they did speak in 1868 the first four Maori members spoke in
Maori, and no adequate provision was made for the translation of their words, or for the words of
other members to be translated for them. The proceedings of the House were not printed in Maori
and the Maori members' speeches were not translated except when it suited the government of the
day.
Over the next few decades after 1868 there was only an irregular compliance with the standing
orders of the House of Representatives and the Legislative Council that Bills and Acts be prepared in
both Maori and English for the better information of "Her Majesty's subjects of the Native Race".
This study traces the extent of the use of the Maori language in the House and in the Council and
points to a large number of extant Bills and Acts in Maori as well as to the large number which
have not survived but which are referred to in the New Zealand parliamentary debates. These little-
known texts deserve recognition as expressions of legislation in an indigenous tongue reflecting
indigenous concerns but they have usually been disregarded in a European-dominated General
Assembly.
Librarian, Research Centre, Alexander Tumbull Library, Wellington.
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I INTRODUCTIONt
The introduction of British systems of administration, bureaucracy, law and
governance to New Zealand after 1840 has been copiously studied, particularly in its
constitutional aspects, but the study of the expression of British law in the indigenous
language of New Zealand has comparatively been neglected. 1 It is often unrecognised that
some constitutionally and legally significant texts first appeared in published form in
Maori and were only later published in English2 while other significant texts such as the
Proclamations of Sovereignty in 1840 and the Proclamation of New Zealand as a separate
Colony in 1841 appeared only in English. In a few cases only were such documents issued
in both Maori and English.3 Bilingualism as an experiment in government in New Zealand
was abandoned at time of crisis during the Northern War of 1845-46 and when war
f This essay is an outgrowth from the Early Maori Imprints Project in the Alexander Tumbull
Library. The works in the Maori language described in 1924 by H W Williams in his Bibliography
of Printed Maori to 1900 (Dominion Musuem Mongraph No 7, Dominion Museum, Wellington,
1924) have been re-investigated, leading to the discovery of many dozens of official publications
in Maori not known to H W Williams. These will all be described in the forthcoming work Early
Maori Imprints. References here to Early Maori Imprints are indicated by "EMI". References to A G
Bagnall's New Zealand National Bibliography (1980) are given here as "Bagnall".
In a separate paper "The Path of the Perfected Law" the use of the Maori Language in the
Government of New Zealand from 1840 to 1865", there is an outline of the key developments in
the production and diffusion of published legal documents issued by the Government during the
Governorships of Hobson, FitzRoy, Grey and Gore Browne through to the "Kohimarama
Conference" of 1860, the accession of the second Maori King (Tawhiao) at that time and the
breakdown of the "Covenant" between the tribes and the Government in the following year
which saw the return of Grey and the commencement of the New Zealand Wars.
For example James Belich's Making peoples: a general history of the New Zealanders from Polynesian
settlement to the end of the nineteenth century (Allen Lane, Auckland, 1996) says little about Maori
representation. The general review of the history of Maori representation by W K Jackson & G A
Wood, "The New Zealand parliament and Maori Representation" (1964) 11 Historical Studies,
Australia and New Zealand, 383 is concise and useful but says nothing at all about the use of the
Maori language. Alan Ward's A show of justice: racial "amalgamation" in nineteenth century New
Zealand (2 ed, Auckland University Press, Auckland, 1995) 208-219 is the best treatment but even
it does not pay attention to the use of the Maori language in politics. See also MPK Sorrenson "A
History of Maori Representation in Parliament" in "Report of the Royal Commission on the
Electoral System" [1986] AJHR H3.
2 The "Declaration of Independence" of 1835 and the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840 are obvious
examples.
3 Singular among these is the Proclamation of 2 May 1840 concerning military supplies citing 2 & 3
Vict Cap 5 (19 April 1839) "An Act for the punishment of mutiny..." which was translated and
printed in Maori two days later by the missionary printer William Colenso. The Proclamation of 2
May in English is Bagnall, 4039 and the Maori text is Bagnall, 4039a, the latter being Williams, 54.
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threatened in the Hutt Valley in 1846. With the restoration of peace Maori texts began to
appear again.
After the Wars a new period in New Zealand's history began in which novel attempts
were made to further integrate Maori into political life via appointment or election of
Maori to political office. The use of the Maori language in the governance of New Zealand
then came to the fore, giving the title to this essay. The record of the debates in the
Legislative Council and in the House of Representatives on the subject of Maori
representation is not well known and neither are the Maori texts of the Acts and Bills in
which Maori sought to secure and to increase their political advancement. This study
charts the development of Maori participation in the House and the Council through a
record of the printing and circulation of documents of particular concern to Maori dealing
with Maori language, land rights and other matters. It also illuminates the reasons for the
persistent failure of the two Houses to act upon their own standing orders in respect of the
timely publication of legislation in Maori.
The introduction of the Maori language into Parliament was in part a stratagem to
show that the Maori language was obsolescent and that if Maori wanted to get ahead in
the world they would need to learn English. A few politicians, the -most notable being
Walter Mantell, fostered the effort to make the laws of New Zealand available to the native
population. As Governor in the late 1850s Gore Browne had been supportive of efforts to
accustom Maori to British legal processes, but the great impediment was that there were
vast differences in the manner in which two different mentalities, Maori and British, used
orality and literacy to communicate with each other. The Maori custom was reliant upon
memory of words said and deeds done; but the Pakeha wrote everything down and that
put them at an advantage until Maori developed articulate, literate and bilingual scholars
too.
Between 1840 and 1865 the Maori language was hardly used in Government except for
occasional proclamations by the Governor, as much of the administration of government
rested in the hands of the Native Secretaries and Land Purchase Agents. Despite
acknowledgement of the Treaty of Waitangi and some sort of apprehension from as early
as 1840 that bilingual and bicultural discourse was essential to the effective functioning of
the Government, only a few brave attempts were made to recognise the Maori language as
a necessary language of Government. Some officials (such as the philosophically inclined
Governor Grey) learned Maori out of antiquarian interest but most did not. The
introduction of Maori members into the House of Representatives in 1868 was intended to
persuade Maori that it would be better if everyone spoke English but it had an unintended
effect; it left Maori to be represented by "tame kaka" who could not understand the
proceedings going on around them. The representation was a sham perpetuated for the
rest of the century by four token Maori members.
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The New Zealand Government and administration has, in principle, two official
languages, recognising the Maori language ("the New Zealand language" as it was
originally and more properly called) as a taonga (a cultural property) protected by the
Treaty of Waitangi. 4 But in practical terms the Maori language remains of doubtful utility
as a vehicle of informed political discourse. Why this should be so is explored in this
paper.
II ENACTMENTS PARTICULARLY AFFECTING THE MAORI POPULATION
1844-1864
Before 1858 there had been a large number of Acts and Ordinances "particularly
affecting" the Maori population, ranging from the Native Trust Ordinance and Unsworn
Testimony Ordinance 1844 to the New Zealand Native Reserves Act 1856. None of these
had been printed in Maori and the Government appears not to have published any
explanations of them in Maori either. The first Acts of the Government to be printed in
Maori were the Native Districts Regulation Act 1858 and the Native Circuit Courts Act
1858 which were issued together in pamphlet form5 as well as being explained in the Maori
Messenger of 15 September 1858.6
Why these two Acts were printed in Maori but others were not is not clear, but it is
possible that Browne was more sensible than Grey of his Treaty obligations. For several
years the printing of Maori texts of enactments remained haphazard.
7
The principal attempt of the Governor to introduce Maori participation in the affairs of
Government was the Kohimarama Conference of 10 July to 10 August 1860.8 Enthusiasm
4 The long title of the Maori Language Act, 1987 is: "An Act to declare the Maori language to be an
official language of New Zealand, to confer the right to speak Maori in certain legal proceedings,
and to establish Te Komihana Mo te Reo Maori and define its functions and powers." The
preamble to the Act states "Whereas in the Treaty of Waitangi the Crown confirmed and
guaranteed to the Maori people, among other things, all their taonga: And whereas the Maori
language is one such taonga: . . ." This Act was translated into Maori and published by the
Attorney-General, but the translation was not enacted by Parliament (see NZ Laws Statutes 1987
pp 2446-2461). The formal name of the Commission was altered to "Te Taura Whiri i te Reo
Maori" by the Maori Language Amendment Act 1991. The amending Act was not translated.
5 Two Acts passed by the General Assembly of New Zealand, 1858 relating to native affairs (W C Wilson
for the New Zealand Government, Auckland, 1859). See Williams, 308. The two Acts are printed
on facing pages of English and Maori.
6 Vol 5 no 15.
7 The most likely explanation is that the Governor's brilliant and liberal idea was more difficult in
the execution than anyone had realised. Consequently neither the Native Schools Act 1858 nor
the Native Territorial Rights Act 1858 nor the Native Council Act 1860 nor the Intestate Native
Succession Act, 1861 were printed in Maori. The Acts not specifically affecting Maori were not
translated.
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for involving Maori in legislation took a setback with the fighting in Taranaki, and Gore
Browne was dismissed to be replaced by Grey at the end of 1861. Grey then announced his
scheme for native self-government using a system of tribal runanga. 9 Extracts of the Native
Circuit Courts Act 1858 were printed in Maori in 1862 along with Oaths of Allegiance as
part of Grey's plan for native self-government. The first of these district runanga was
established in Tai Tokerau and promised much at first but enthusiasm for it soon waned. 10
The experiment was not followed elsewhere.
III FITZGERALD'S STATEMENT ON NATIVE AFFAIRS, 1862
A growing realisation that the promises of the Treaty of Waitangi had been broken,
despite a decade of Government self-congratulation about it, had led to a new and critical
attitude towards native policy. In this Walter Mantell (then Minister without portfolio) and
J E Fitzgerald took prominent parts. On 7 August 1862 the House of Representatives
considered the motion by Fitzgerald: "That in the adoption of any policy, or the passing of
any laws affecting the Native race, this House will keep before it, as its highest objective,
the entire amalgamation of all Her Majesty's subjects in New Zealand into one united
people."11 Fitzgerald then moved: "That this house recognises the right of all Her Majesty's
subjects of whatever race within this colony to a full and equal enjoyment of civil and
political privileges" and further moved: 12
That a recognition of the foregoing principle will necessitate the personal aid of one or more
Native Chiefs in the administration of the Government of the Colony, the presence of
members of the Maori nobility in the Legislative Council, and a fair representation in this
House, of a race which constitutes one-third of the population of the Colony.
8 Proceedings of the Kohimarama Conference (W C Wilson for the New Zealand Government,
Auckland, 1860). See Williams, 317.
9 Untitled "Statement on Native Policy, 1861" in Maori (not in Williams, to be described in EMI),
also printed in (16 December 1861)Te Karere Maori vol 1 no 18/19 and in English in Governor
and Ministers "Minutes by Ministers on the Position of the Colony of the Date of the Arrival of St
George Grey" [1862] AJHR E2. The "new institutions" are described by Ward in A Show of Justice
(Auckland University Press, Auckland, 1995) 125-133.
10 Ko nga korero o te runanga tuatahi o te takiwa ki Tokerau. (W C Wilson, Auckland, 1862). See
Williams, 354. Also printed in (23 May 1862)Te Karere Maori vol 2 no 10, 13-22 ["The first Maori
Parliament or District Runanga"].
11 [1862] JHR 46 (7 August 1862). Richardson moved the omission of the words "or the passing of
any laws" but this was defeated.
12 [1862] JHR 46 (7 August 1862). See also M Fitzgerald [1861-1863] NZPD 483-494 and 505-513 for
the report of the debate. The Fox Ministry resigned on 28 July 1862 over the crisis in native affairs.
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William Colenso, the de facto "Government Printer" printer of 1840, missionary
(defrocked in 1852), translator and in 1862 the Member in the House of Representatives for
Napier, suggested in the same debate:
13
That on reading that portion of [the motion] which referred to the presence of the Maori
nobility in the Legislative Council he had thought [Fitzgerald meant that the nobility
possessed such qualities as to make them suitable as members of the Council or that the
Pakeha members of the Council lacked such qualities]. Now the cry out-of-doors was that the
natives were better represented by the whites. In his opinion they were fairly represented-if
not too much so. Did they not vote at elections? Could they not increase their number of
electors to almost any amount? [... 1 If they felt they were not fairly represented, let them by
all constitutional means seek to become better represented. But the truth was that the natives
cared very little about it. [...] In conclusion he would say that he looked upon this scheme as
Utopian and premature, and by no means a step in the right direction. A long scheme of
education was first necessary before they could put the natives in the position proposed. [...]
he felt assured it would prove utterly impracticable in the working; and then they would only
have another stumbling block, and increase of distrust, for by carrying it it could only hold out
vain delusive hopes which could never be realised, and so become a new source of discontent
to the Maori people.
Hugh Carleton, then the Member for Bay of Islands, and formerly the editor of the
Anglo-Maori Warder, which had printed a Maori column opined that: "If it meant that
natives should take part in the Government so soon as they were fit for it, and no sooner,
no one could object; if it meant more than that, it would not be agreed to, for it was in
contradiction to the resolution of 1858 [...]" (which Carleton had moved1 4 ):15
Resolved that in the opinion of this House, the New Zealand Government ought to endeavour
to obtain an opinion from the law officers of the Imperial Government, of claims to vote
preferred by aboriginal natives under the 7th and 42nd sections of the Constitution Act
whether natives can have such possession of any land that is used by them in common as
tribes or communities, and not held by them under title derived from the Crown, as would
qualify them to become voters under the aforecited sections; this with a view to petitioning the
Imperial Parliament, or taking other the proper measures to be relieved from the grave
inconveniences and probable dangers to the Government of this country which are to be
apprehended should it be found that a large body of men who are destitute of political
13 [1861-1863] NZPD 506-507.
14 [1858-1860] NZPD 158.
15 [1861-1863] NZPD 507. The Law Officers of the Crown had considered the natives altogether
disqualified.
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knowledge, who are mainly ignorant of the language in which our laws are written, and
among whom respect for the law cannot as yet be enforced have been allowed the right of
interference with the enactment of law.
He spoke as a practical man, and asked what they were going to do with the natives when
they got them into the assembly. The difference of language alone would render it impossible
to carry on the business of the House."
Fitzgerald in reply stated:
16
What we want is that a higher idea overlying the whole shall get into the minds of the
natives-the idea that there is one law for all men in this country. This is the only thing which
will solve the great mystery; we must get the Maori to recognise the idea of law-to have
confidence in our laws: and one great means to that end is to admit him into this House, and
so to persuade him that, if we make laws for him he makes laws for himself and also for us.
The time will then shortly arrive when the Maori will have a thorough and entire trust in our
laws, and we shall have no difficulty in enforcing them all over the country. [...] The native
does not object to the law being enforced; but he resists the idea of being put under
submission to another race-a race that has never given him one tittle of law to guide his
actions.
When the series of motions was put the House agreed "That this House recognises the
right of all Her Majesty's subjects, of whatever race, within this colony, to a full and equal
enjoyment of civil and political privileges" and then moved
That a recognition of the foregoing principle will necessitate the personal aid of one or more
Native Chiefs in the administration of the Government of the Colony; the presence of
members of the Maori nobility in the Legislative Council, and a fair representation in this
House, of a race which constitutes one-third of the population of the Colony.
After further debate the House divided and the motion was lost 17 to 20.17
The crucially important Native Land Act 1862 was not published in Maori until it was
proposed to revise it in 1865. At this point Walter Mantell (at this time again Minister for
Native Affairs and Native Secretary) issued a translation of the Act in pamphlet form
advising that it was about to be changed. 18 The effect of the 1862 Act had been to enable
Maori to sell their lands for whatever prices they could negotiate. The Act was about to be
16 [1861-1863] NZPD 510.
17 [1861-1863] NZPD 513.
18 Ko nga Ture mo nga whenua Maori, 1862 (Wellington, 1865). See Williams, 352. The Act was
printed in Maori only. The English text of the Act of 1862 was already available. The Act was not
proclaimed until 1 January 1865 because of the New Zealand Wars.
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amended to make it apply only to those Maori whose lands were not covered by the
confiscation Proclamation of December 1864. To enable the Magistrates (at least) to make
sense of a spate of legislation, the Government issued a compendium of legislation
"affecting the aboriginal inhabitants of New Zealand" in 1864.19
In due course the Native Lands Act 1865 emerged from Mantell's successor Fitzgerald,
printed in Maori in the same way as the contemporary English text of the Act.20 This was
the first Act of the New Zealand Parliament to be printed in Maori. It was, however, to
remain an isolated example for two years. It was due to Fitzgerald, also, that the Kahiti o
Niu Tireni was started as a vehicle for informing Maori of the effects of the legislation
affecting them. It was to be a messenger (karere) for the Maori people as the New Zealand
Gazette was for the pakeha and the vehicle for all Government communications: "Ko nga
kupu katoa a Te Kawanatanga ki nga iwi Maori katoa, ka korerotia nuitia atu ki roto ki
tenei pukapuka, a kahore, atu he ara mo te korero."21
IV THE ORIGINS OF NATIVE REPRESENTATION 1865-1868
In 1865 the Weld ministry attempted to introduce Maori representatives by
appointment to the Legislative Council. A list of the names of fifteen prospective Maori
members for the Legislative Council was drawn up. All but three prospects were
disqualified on one or more grounds. A Native Representation Bill was drafted and sent to
Walter Mantell for his comments. As he explained in the Legislative Council on 5
September 1870:
The fact was that he had steadfastly opposed such a mockery of representation as was
introduced under the Act of 1865. He held in his hand a Bill which was originally proposed by
the Weld Government. He was himself asked whether he would suggest the heads of a Bill on
the subject, and whether the Bill met his views. His reply was "I so thoroughly object to the
principle of this Bill that I would rather not attempt to modify it."
Mantell's opposition was not to the principle of representation in itself, but rather to the
means of implementing it; he had voted for Fitzgerald's motion of 1862. After the list had
been drawn up, he explained, he had22
19 A Mackay (comp) A compendium of Ordinances, Acts and Orders in Council. (1864). See Bagnall
4078.
20 Native Lands Act 1865 [Maori]. See Williams, 408. Copies were probably distributed with copies
of the "Maori Gazette" Kahiti o Niu Tireni SeeWilliams, 407) which commenced on 31 August
1865.
21 Ko te Kahiti o Niu Tireni, i taia i runga i te mana o te Kawanatanga, 31 August 1865, vol 1 no 1, 1.
22 (6 September 1870) 9 NZPD 517. The draft Bill, with extensive annotations by Mantell is among
his political papers ATL MS-Papers-083-225.
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asked what provision would be made that the persons mentioned might be able to take an
active part in the proceedings of the Legislative Council. It was thought that they would be
satisfied to sit, and vote merely when called upon to do so, but that would not satisfy him. He
desired to have them assisted by interpreters, and to have documents printed in Maori, but the
Bill ultimately fell through because he would not consent to insult the Maoris by offering them
a sham representation. That was the only thing which prevented the three gentlemen to whom
he referred getting seats in the Legislative Council, in 1865.
Maori representation came to be introduced first, therefore, via the Maori
Representation Act 1867, in the form of the four token Maori seats in the House of
Representatives. With the commencement of Maori representation in Parliament in 1868
new issues arose in view of the fact that the Maori representatives could neither read nor
speak English and a translation service had to be provided. This also forced consideration
of whether parliamentary papers should be available as texts in Maori. There had
apparently not been any formal method of prior consultation with Maori about the
contents of Bills or Acts.
V THE STANDING ORDERS OF THE HOUSE, 1865
The draft set of Standing Orders prepared by the Speaker (D Monro) was laid on the
table of the House on 26 July 1865 having been "prepared in accordance with the
Resolution of the House of the 2nd December, 1863.,,23 Standing Order 333 stated:
"Accounts and Papers are ordered to be printed, whenever it is expedient" but there was
no specific provision relating to printing in Maori. On 1 August 1865 Fitzgerald proposed
the following motion in the House of Representatives, relative to Maori translations:
That it be a Standing Order of this House that the Speech of His Excellency the Governor at the
opening of each session, every Bill introduced into this House in any way affecting the
interests or government of the Native race, and all such papers laid before this House referring
to Native Affairs as shall be selected by the Printing Committee for that purpose, shall be
translated into and printed in the Maori tongue; and that Mr Speaker be requested to appoint
authorized translators to translate the same.
After some discussion, which included a suggestion from Sewell that the motion be
referred to the Standing Orders Committee, Fitzgerald sought leave to withdraw the
motion "as there was a Committee sitting on the Standing Orders". Leave was granted and
23 It was published as Standing Orders and Forms of Proceeding of the House of Representatives relating to
Public Business, 1865. See Bagnall, 4154). The copy examined (WTU Pacific Coll, 328.37 NZ Parl
Acc No 31963) includes a circular notice by the author David Monro dated 20 May 1865 enclosing
"a Draft set of Standing Orders". See Bagnall, 4159. For later editions of the Standing Orders see
Bagnall, 4155 (1876), 4156 (1882); and for the translation into Maori, Bagnall 4157 (1880).
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the motion withdrawn. The draft Standing Orders devised by Monro were considered by
the House in Committee on 5 September 1865, when Fitzgerald moved: "That the following
do stand as orders after printed order 334":
Speeches addressed to the House by His Excellency the Governor, and Bills introduced into
the House specially affecting the Maoris, are translated into and printed in the Maori tongue
for the information of Her Majesty's subjects of that race.
All other papers are translated into and printed in Maori only by Order of the House upon
motion.
This motion was adopted and the revised Standing Orders were agreed to by the
House on 7 September after which they were transmitted to the Governor for his
approval.24 When Governor Grey prorogued the House on 30 October he said:
The measures you have passed affecting Her Majesty's subjects of the Native Race, are
evidence of your earnest desire to extend to them, to the full, all the rights and privileges
enjoyed and prized by British subjects. By such measures, wisely administered, there is every
reason to believe that they will become steadfastly assured that their interests will be zealously
guarded by the Legislature, on whom they can rely to secure, by every means in its power,
happiness and prosperity to those among them who are peaceably inclined, while those who
may unfortunately be led into crime will assuredly discover that a certain punishment awaits
them.
These Standing Orders were carried over by motion for the next session. The Select
Committee on Standing Orders appointed on 24 July 1868 made an interim report on 21
August 1868 with three pertinent resolutions concerning the conducting of the business of
the House in Maori:
25
(3) That it is highly desirable that some simple text-book of Parliamentary Practice be
published in Maori, for the benefit of the Maori Members and the instruction of the Maori
people.
(4) That Mr Speaker be instructed to make a selection of such Sessional Papers as may appear
to him of the greatest interest to the Native race generally, and to have them translated and
printed.
(5) That when the Government lays papers on the Table of the House in future, such of them
as may be considered of most interest to the Maoris should, unless inconvenient delay should
result, be accompanied by a translation in the Native language.
24 This was given in a Governor's Message dated 11 September and received by the House on the
next day ([1865] JHR 104, 111 and 119).
25 [1868] JHR 77. This report was adopted on 25 August 1868 [1868] JHR 83.
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The Standing Orders were translated into Maori in 1880.26
VI THE STANDING ORDERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 1867-1900
The Legislative Council maintained its own Standing Orders, the earliest seen being
Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Council of New Zealand 1867. These state:
316 Speeches addressed to the Council by His Excellency the Governor, and Bills introduced
into the Council specially affecting the Maoris, are translated and printed in the Maori tongue,
for the information of Her Majesty's subjects of that race.
317 Other papers may be translated into and printed in Maori by order of the Council upon
motion.
In practice these Standing Orders were largely ignored by both Houses. In the
Legislative Council on 29 July 1868 Mantell sought to correct this situation by moving:
That there be laid upon the table a return setting forth the titles of all Bills specially affecting
the Maoris which, since 25th July 1865, have, in accordance with Standing Order No 316, been
translated and printed in the Maori tongue, for the information of Her Majesty's subjects of
that race; also copies of such printed translations, and of the printed translations of the
speeches addressed to the Council by His Excellency the Governor, since the above date.
Speaking to the motion he noted that:
2 7
It was quite impossible to say how far the Standing Order had been complied with by the
Government, or what had been the idea of past Governments as to what Bills especially
affected the Maori population. He must say that he understood the Bills especially affecting
the Maori population to mean Bills not merely affecting them directly, but Bills which might
be considered likely to affect the Maoris or their interests. Taking this view of the case he
could make allowances for a Government with such a Standing Order staring them in the face,
and so many Bills constantly being introduced in the Council or originated in the other branch
of the Legislature, [... ] taking a narrow view as to the Bills pointed out by the Standing Order.
But when they got the returns, if they found that the view taken by the Government was too
narrow, according to their conceptions, and calculated to leave the natives in ignorance of
measures which were being taken concerning them, then it would be for the Council on some
future occasion to express its opinion on the wisdom and justice of the course. He would only
just glance at a few of the recently passed Acts, copies of which he would like to see in the
Native language on the table of the Council. An Act with reference to the compulsory taking
26 Ture whakahaere korero me nga tikanga mahi a te Whare Pootitia mo nga mahi a te katoa (G Didsbury,
Government Printer, Wellington, 1880). See Williams, 594; Bagnall, 4157.
27 (29 July 1868) 2 NZPD 141-143.
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of land was assented to last session, and an attempt was made by some honorable members to
exclude some of the Natives from the operation of the Bill. The attempt was, however,
unsuccessful. He considered that that Bill should have been held to specially affect the
Natives. There was also a Bill passed last session [... I for the purpose of allowing Natives to
be members of the House of Representatives and when that was passed, and Native
representation commenced, the Disqualification Act was one that it was important to translate
into Maori, as specially affecting that event. The Bill for Protection of Animals, which specified
certain punishable offences, also affected the Maoris, and it would appear right that its
provisions should have been translated into the Native tongue, as the Maoris might otherwise
be unintentionally breaking the law. The word which was in the Standing Order to which he
referred was not "Acts" but "Bills" therefore the translations of the Acts which had passed the
Legislature, was not absolutely required, so as to comply with the Standing Order. The
intention seemed to be that before the Bills affecting Natives became Acts they should be
translated, in order to allow them an opportunity of seeing the kind of legislation which was
proposed. When the returns were laid upon the table of the Council, honourable members
would ascertain what had been the opinion of past Governments as to what affected the
Natives and what did not. If the Natives were to be made responsible to British laws then they
should be allowed to know them.
The Colonial Secretary (Pollen), replying, admitted that he had not even been aware of
the Standing Order until Mantell had drawn his attention to it, and that, moreover, he
thought that the Council was responsible for carrying out the matter. Colonel Kenny pointed
out that Standing Order 316 was absolute rather than permissive (as was for example
Standing Order 317) and remarked that "As the Council had no way of carrying out its
provisions, it was clear that it was the duty of some one connected with the Goverrunent to
see that it was done." The motion was agreed to and the return was duly published:
2 8
No Bills have been translated and printed for the information of Her Majesty's subjects of both
races, since 25th July 1865. The undermentioned Acts of the General Assembly have been
translated and printed since that date:- "The Native Lands Act, 1865;" "The Native Schools
Act, 1867;" "The Maori Representation Act, 1867." Copies of the above-named Acts are
attached hereto. Also, the Speeches addressed by His Excellency the Governor to the Council,
in the sessions 1865, 1866, 1867 and 1868.
The translations of the Governor's speeches are doubtless the texts printed in Te Kahiti o
Niu Tireni, which had commenced publication in 1865. Copies of all three Acts have
survived.29 As to the meaning of "specially affecting the Maoris" opinions could plainly
28 "Papers Relative to Printing Acts and Other Documents in the Maori Language" [1868] ALJC 67.
29 Respectively Williams, 408, (see Plate I) Williams, 342b; and not in Williams, but to be described
in EMI (see Plates II and III).
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differ. Mackay in his Compendium of Official Documents relative to Native Affairs in the South
Island (1871) provides a "List of Acts and Ordinances Specially Affecting the Aboriginal
Natives of New Zealand" and a comprehensive schedule and analysis listing Acts from
1844 to 1870, no less than nineteen of them in the period 1865 to 1867.30 These include the
three actually printed in Maori, but also such acts as the Native Rights Act 1865 and the
Maori Real Restate Management Act 1867 which were not printed in Maori although clearly
they ought to have been. Failure to carry out the Standing Orders was plainly a
Government matter, as Colonel Kenny had observed. The control of the printing of Bills
and Acts in Maori was thus directly a Government responsibility in the hands of the
Colonial Secretary.
Until 1868 the practice had been to postpone the printing of Acts until after the end of
the parliamentary session, in order to arrange and number them according to subject. As
the Clerk of the House wrote to the Speaker on 15 July 1868, this caused delays which were
the subject of complaints. The Clerk sought that the Acts might be printed as soon as
passed. At a meeting of the Printing Committee in that year the Government Printer,
George Didsbury, said that the Printing Office was entirely under the management of the
Executive Government and he was under the orders of the Colonial Secretary. In his
opinion "it was quite impracticable to devote a portion of the printing establishment to the
service of the legislature, as it also did the printing work for Government Departments. "31
The Standing Order, refers to "Bills" rather than to "Acts". Yet while the printing in
Maori of Acts was very selective, no Bills at all were printed in Maori until 1872, four years
after Maori members took their seats in the House of Representatives. Ironically, therefore,
there was no prior consultation in Maori with Maori over the central question of Maori
representation itself. It was not until the Maori Representation Bill 1867 was enacted (in the
English language) that Maori were to find out what provision the Government had made.
A motion that the second reading debate on that Bill be translated and printed in Maori
had been withdrawn. Mantell's motion of 29 July 186832 is also significant because it
closely coincided with the first speeches given in the House of Representatives by the
newly elected Maori members.
30 A Mackay Compendium of Official Documents relative to Native Affairs in the South Island
(Government Printer, Wellington, 1871) vol 2 348-371. See Bagnall, 3286.
31 NA LE 1 1868/2 Printing Committee Minute Book, 1868.
32 (29 July 1868) 2 NZPD 141.
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VII THE "STRANGERS IN THE HOUSE": MAORI MEMBERS' SPEECHES
1868-1870
The infrequent participation of the four Maori members in the debates is hardly
surprising in the circumstances. The House met on 9 July 1868 and the new Maori
members first spoke in the House on 4 August. But before they could do so an interpreter
was needed and it was objected that that Official Interpreter would be a "stranger in the
House". Richmond pointed out that "having passed an Act giving nominal representation
to their Maori Fellow-countrymen, it would be rather inconsistent if they were to allow
any mere matter of form to stand between those members and their natural constitutional
desire." Reynolds, however, rose "to point out the absurdity of their allowing members in
that House who did not understand English, and who could not therefore give their votes
according to knowledge. He thought it should be one of their rules that no interpreter
should enter the house." Richmond's motion to request the Speaker to summon the
interpreter to the House to translate was carried.33
In his first speech in the House the first member for Western Maori (Mete Kingi
Paetahi) is recorded as saying through the interpreter "I have not been able to understand
what has taken place in this House since I took my seat in it"34 and on the second occasion
on which he spoke (13 August) he said (through the interpreter): 35
There is one thing I am dark about in this Assembly, although the words spoken by the
Assembly are very good. The interpreter has told me some of the words spoken by you, and
they are very clear: but there is still one thing concealed by you. The papers are only printed in
your own language; your words are not sent to the Maori people, that they may see how good
they are; but we, the Maori, having seats in this House see how good your words are. Your
manner of conducting matters, both as regards Maoris and Europeans, is very good. That is
the only fault I have to find, that the papers and newspapers are not printed in the Maori
language so that they may go to the Maori people in the same way as they now go to
Europeans.
He spoke on only three further occasions during the session, in each case about his
personal actions. The member for Eastern Maori (Tareha Te Moananui) also speaking
through an interpreter, spoke briefly on a single occasion during the session.
Dissatisfaction with the situation of the Maori members was expressed by one of them (F
Nene Russell, Northern Maori), who, in the words of another member, "not only
33 (4 August 1868) 2 NZPD 258-259.
34 (4 August 1868) 2 NZPD 271.
35 (13 August 1868) 2 NZPD 466.
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understood Maori but also spoke English as well as any of them".36 The Maori
Representation Act 1867 had included the restriction that only persons of Maori descent
could be Maori representatives. Russell proposed to remove this restriction in his motion
of 14 August, to allow Maori to elect Europeans to represent them: 37
He said that anyone who had been present during the session must have plainly seen that if
the representation of the Maori people was to be anything beyond a sham they must be
entitled to return Europeans in whom they had confidence. By the present system they
returned men having rank amongst themselves, and who amongst the Maoris were probably
as good orators as most Europeans, but it was easy to see that they did not understand what
was going on or said, and were often called upon to vote on questions of which they were
utterly ignorant; and even when matters were brought in concerning the Maori race, they were
as likely to vote on the wrong side as the right. They felt as much as anyone in the House, that
unless the Maoris were allowed either to have a separate Assembly for themselves, to which
all questions relating to Maori matters should be referred, or be allowed to elect persons of the
European race to that House, they had better not be represented at all; for sitting in those seats
the whole Maori race became responsible for the acts of that Assembly. [... I The present
election showed that most unfortunately the chief in the place of nomination was the only one
that had a chance of being returned, and the consequence was that many of the largest and
most influential tribes in the country were not represented at all, as he might mention in the
instance of the Arawas, Waikatos and Thames tribes. He would read an extract from the report
of Mr Edward Williams, Resident Magistrate at Waimate, Bay of Islands, in practical evidence
of what he had just brought forward:-
During a conversation I had with Abraham Taonui on the subject of Maori representation, the
following remarks were made:- He first wished to know the motive for introducing Maori
members into the House. When told it was that Maoris might have a voice in the Legislature
he replied: "Very good; you say that there are to be four Maori members and twenty Pakehas;
what are these four to do among so many Pakehas; where will their voices be as compared
with the Pakeha voices? How are they to understand anything the Pakehas say? or the
Pakehas anything the Maoris say? Is each man to have his interpreter by his side; if not are
they to listen to the Pakeha talk without understanding a word that is spoken? Speak without
being understood? Give the Aye when asked to do so without knowing what they give the
Aye to; and, by-and-by, when some new Act bearing upon the Maoris is brought into
operation, be told, oh, you assisted in passing it! It will not do. Now, if we had been allowed to
return some Pakeha in whom we could place confidence, it would have been a better
arrangement, but the present one will not answer."
36 J C Wilson (14 August 1868) 2 NZPD 494.
37 (14 August 1868) 2 NZPD 493.
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Pakeha members allude to a motivation of the 1867 Act as forcing Maori leaders to
become conversant with English, and that the Act was viewed as a temporary expedient to
expire in 1872 once this was achieved. As Reynolds said
3 8
special representation [should] be done away with, except in cases of Maori representation,
which must, according to the Act, be carried on for four years. After that period the Maori
population would be in the position to be represented in the same manner as Europeans by
enrolling themselves on the electoral roll.
The essentially token role of the four Maori members is all too clear in the patronising
remark of William Fox that all members: 39
must have been gratified at the manner in which the Maori representatives had conducted
themselves in the House, and at the total absence of all obtrusiveness on their part,
considering the annoyance they must have experienced at not being able to understand the
language in which debates were carried on.
The inability of Mete Kingi and Tareha to understand English is noted by Mete Kingi
on other occasions. For example, in a debate on the financial statement on 19 July 1870 he
says:
40
I have been here for four weeks in the House and have said nothing. Tareha and I have been in
this Parliament for three years. Although, perhaps, we may not understand all the matters
which you discuss, still, my opinion is that we may be allowed to say a few words on Maori
matters. We are not familiar with your language, and therefore cannot follow all the points
which are adduced in respect of the laws. It is through our not having any knowledge of your
language that we have been silent during the time the Assembly has been sitting. [... ] We hear
from the Maoris that the European members do not uphold the views which we bring
forward, and that some Maoris have represented that Mete and Tareha are no use in the
Assembly, that we say nothing and they hear nothing of what we say. I rather agree with that,
because I do give advice when I speak and you do not believe in it, but you carry matters your
own way.
Mantell (in the Legislative Council) successfully moved another motion concerning
Standing Order 316 on 5 September 1870:41
38 (14 August 1868) 2 NZPD 497.
39 (14 August 1868) 2 NZPD 499.
40 (19 July 1870) 7 NZPD 513.
41 (5 September 1870) 9 NZPD 514.
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That in order that due effect may be given to Standing Order No 316, providing that all Bills
introduced into the Council, specially affecting the Maoris, be translated, printed and
circulated in the Maori tongue, for the information of Her Majesty's subjects of that race, it is,
in the opinion of this Council essential that all Bills of the above character, which the
Government may propose to introduce during next session, be prepared, translated, printed
and distributed among the Maoris, at a period anterior to the next meeting of the Assembly,
sufficient to enable Her Majesty's subjects of that race to express their views and wishes
thereupon immediately after such meeting.
The Colonial Secretary (Gisborne), for the Government, pointed out practical
difficulties:
4 2
Even supposing that all Bills were decided upon during the recess, it would be very difficult,
in the circulation of those Bills, to prevent the Maoris from confusing them with Acts which
had been passed by the Assembly; besides it was almost impossible for the best Maori scholar
to translate those Bills literally, or to explain them in a way that would be intelligible to the
Natives. The responsibility would be thrown on the Government of telling the Natives the
meaning of every clause, which would amount to a judicial interpretation. It was only right
that he should draw atttention to those inconveniences, although they might, perhaps, be less
than those of not publishing the Bills at all. The proper solution of the difficulty appeared to be
to have Maori representation in Parliament, because the Maoris through their representatives,
very soon understood the legislation. [...] It was impracticable to distribute all the Bills before
the commencement of the session. He, however, fully admitted the principle of giving the
Natives an opportunity of expressing an intelligent opinion upon measures which specially
affected them.
Whitmore responded that the Colonial Secretary 43
had not recognised what was now universally recognised throughout the country - that the
Maori representation was a failure. There was no vote which he had ever given which he so
much regretted as his vote in favour of that law. Not only did the Maori members not
understand the practice of legislation, but they did not understand the different Bills which
were brought down before the House. The present representation was unsatisfactory to the
Maoris themselves, and the Natives of the East Coast had expressed themselves as being
dissatisfied with the conduct of their representative, Tareha, and asked that he should cease to
represent them in Parliament.
42 (6 September 1870) 9 NZPD 515.
43 (6 September 1870) 9 NZPD 515.
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Sewell asked that Mantell allow his motion to be altered to refer to Acts rather than
Bills. Fraser said Maori representation was "one of the greatest shams that was ever
introduced into the Colony."44 Paterson, who had supported McLean's Maori
Representation Bill said he now considered it "a mistake altogether, and that the Natives
were not yet in a position to take their place in the Legislature. As to printing Bills in the
Native language, he thought any such attempt would prove as abortive as the other had
been."45 Mantell in reply said that he did not agree that the Natives would mistake Bills for
Acts. He felt that the Colonial Secretary underrated Native intelligence. Furthermore
making clauses intelligible was a more general difficulty since many were unintelligible
even in English. He reiterated the main point that his motion was based on Standing Order
316 and had nothing to do with Maori representation as such.46
As to the Maori Representation Act itself, he had reason to believe from what had fallen from
the Maoris themselves, that they regarded it as rather an insult than anything else, and there
was no doubt we should regard such a measure as an insult to our intelligence if a Maori
Parliament proposed it and allowed it to be passed in that way. The gentlemen so elected were
looked upon merely as officers of the Government, and they had all the confidence reposed in
them which in that character they could be expected to receive.
VIII REPRESENTATION IN THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 1872
Mete Kingi was defeated in the election at the end of 1870 and the other three Maori
members all retired. They were succeeded by Wiremu Katene (Northern Maori), Wiremu
Parata (Western Maori), Hori Kerei Taiaroa (Southern Maori) and Karaitiana Takamoana
(Eastern Maori). The new Maori Members of the House of Representatives apparently
spoke in Maori, sharing one interpreter between the four of them and took a much more
active part than their predecessors in the work of the House.
On 6 October 1871 Taiaroa moved in the House "That all Bills or parts of Bills
introduced into the House especially affecting Native affairs be translated into the Maori
language, and be referred to the Committee on Native Affairs." Responding, Donald
McLean said:4
7
the Government would endeavour to get a translation of such Bills and parts of Bills as had
special reference to Native affairs. It would be quite impossible to have all Bills translated in
time, with the small power at the disposal of the Government to make such translations. In all
44 (6 September 1870) 9 NZPD 516.
45 (6 September 1870) 9 NZPD 516.
46 (6 September 1870) 9 NZPD 517.
47 (6 October 1871) 11 NZPD 158.
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cases in which Natives were immediately affected, the honourable members for the Maori
districts would have full information given. A translated summary of all Bills relating to
Native affairs should be prepared.
Gisbome expressed alarm that making a translation of the Native Land Bill would
prevent its passage this session and McLeod thought "A condensed statement would make
matters clearer than a full translation and would be preferable". Parata said that Taiaroa
did not require that the Bills be printed at this stage but only that they be translated:
"When the session has concluded the printing can be done."4 8 The House divided on the
question but the motion was passed 41 to 15.
On the same day in the Legislative Council Richmond moved
4 9
That it be the duty of the Hon. the Speaker to see that all Bills specially affecting the Native
race shall be translated and printed in the Maori tongue for the information of Her Majesties
subjects of that race, in accordance with rule 316 of the Standing orders, and that the printing
shall take place before the Bill is read a second time.
He observed:
that rule no 316 had been one of the Standing Orders for many years, but, as far as he
recollected, it had never been in any single instance brought into operation, and his object in
bringing forward the motion was that it might no longer remain useless. He thought there
could be no better opportunity for bringing it into operation than the present, when the Native
Land Court Bill was before the Council.
Sewell indicated that the Government was willing to comply with the motion and it
was adopted. Mantell pointed out that:
50
he had called the attention of the Council to the subject of the Standing Order in question
several times and the Council had always gladly agreed to order any Bills to be translated, and
to have due effect given to the real attention of the Standing Order which was, that Bills
proposed to be introduced might be in the hands of people specially affected before it was
likely they would be passed into law. During the present session he had abandoned that
practice. He felt to propose that the Native Land Court Bill should be translated into Maori,
and circulated for the information of the Natives would really be only to retard the passing of
the measure without any possibility of getting a valid expression of opinion from the persons
affected, before the Bill should pass into law.
48 (6 October 1871) 11 NZPD 158.
49 (6 October 1871) 11 NZPD 146.
50 (6 October 1871) 11 NZPD 146.
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A further motion from Mantell was adopted by the Council on 10 October: 51
That, in order that those specially affected thereby should have an opportunity of considering
and expressing an opinion upon Government Bills specially affecting the Native race, all such
Bills as the Government may propose to introduce in any session should be prepared,
translated, printed and circulated at the earliest possible period previous to their introduction.
The insufficiency of the printed Acts is further indicated by Haultain's letter to Donald
McLean of 18 July 1871:52
I will now detail some minor objections that have been made to other parts of the system, and
would first refer to the necessity of instructing the Natives more fully in the various laws that
have been made for guarding their rights and interests, and for protecting them from
imposition and injustice. For this purpose a mere translation of the Acts in their technical
phraseology would be of little assistance; but a summary digest, such as that in respect to
Criminal Law by Sir W Martin, should be prepared, and with the Acts, be largely circulated
among them.
An example of such a "summary digest" is illustrated as Plate IV. Wiremu Hikairo "an
Arawa and assessor of the Native Land Court, and also a clerk in the Chief Judge's Office"
stated in a memorandum of 20 April 1871:53
That the Acts referring to Native Lands should all be translated, he has never seen a
translation of the Acts of 1865, though he has been in the Chief Judge's Office for three years.
He paid himself for printing at the Bishops press some portions of the Acts, the 75th clause of
the Act of 1865, and the 33rd of that of 1867. The Natives would gladly read the Acts if they
could get them; and there are intelligent men amongst them who are well able to explain them
to others. If they had been generally circulated, defects might have been found out and
remedied before this.
A typical example of such an Act is the translation of the Timber Floating Act of 1873
(see Plate V). Judge Rogan reported that5 4
The [Native Land Court] Act of 1866 has only come to the knowledge of the Natives by
hearsay; at least I have not seen a translation. The Native assessors are called upon to assist in
51 (10 October 1871) 11 NZPD 183.
52 Colonel Haultain "Return Relative to the Working of the Native Land Courts Acts" [1871] ALJC
no 1, 6.
53 "Appendix to Colonel Haultain's Report" [1871] ALJC no 1, 31.
54 "Appendix to Colonel Haultain's Report", above n 53,42 quoting [18671 AJHR A-10A.
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adjudicating under an Act written in a foreign language, which is and must be prejudicial to
the satisfactory business of the Court until this is rectified.
On 19 October 1872 the Legislative Council passed another resolution moved by
Mantell:
That, in order that Her Majesty's subjects of the Maori race should have a full opportunity of
considering such legislation specially affecting them, it is the opinion of this Council that all
such Bills as the Government may in any session propose to introduce, should be prepared,
translated, printed, and circulated at the earliest possible date prior to their introduction.
In objecting to the motion Waterhouse said: 5 5
There had been a great desire expressed that the two races should be assimilated as much as
possible, and that they should be placed under the same mode of treatment; and now, while
Europeans were not to have Bills distributed amongst them prior to their introduction into
Parliament, it was proposed to make a special exception in favour of the members of the Maori
race. [...] It was the intention of the Goverunent to avail themselves of the advice and
assistance of Maori gentlemen in the preparation of various measures connected with that
race, which they intended to submit to the consideration of Parliament, and in that way,
doubtless, the contemplated action of the Government would be made known to the rest of the
Maori race.
IX KO TE PIRE TUATAHI-THE FIRST BILL IN MAORI
The first example of a Bill translated into Maori is the Native Councils Bill 1872.56
Introduced by the Native Minister, Donald McLean, the Bill was discussed in the House of
Representatives on 22 October 1872. It was intended to allow the settlement of disputes
between Maori in selected Native Districts by means of Maori Councils instead of by the
English legal courts. The Minister said it would "only be brought into operation in cases
where the majority of the Natives in any particular district desired it." Successive members
asked McLean to hold the Bill over until the next session, Swanson suggesting that it be
circulated among Maori but withdrawn for the time being. McLean assented and
withdrew the Bill.
57
55 (19 October 1872) 13 NZPD 801.
56 Williams, 474 (see Plate VI). In his Bibliography, H W Williams described it erroneously as "the
Maori version of the Native Councils Act, 1872".
57 (22 October 1872) 13 NZPD 894-900. This version of the Bill differs in some respects from that
published in the Government periodical Te Waka Maori o Niu Tireni vol 8 no 21 (30 October 1872)
and may represent a second draft.
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In the next session (on 27 August 1873) Mantell successfully proposed another motion
relating to the translation of Bills, in the face of the imminent introduction of a series of
major Bills (including the Native Land Bill, Native Reserves Bill, and Native Grantees
Bill):58
That in order that this Council may be informed what action, if any, has been taken by the
Government in pursuance of the resolution of 19th October, 1872, there be laid upon the table
a return showing the titles of all such Bills specially affecting the Maori race as the
Government may propose to introduce during the present session, and setting forth the date at
which each such Bill was translated, printed and circulated.
His motion was simply to the effect that it was desirable the Council be informed whether the
Government had taken any notice whatever of that resolution [of 19 October 1872]. He
personally had no information which would justify him in thinking the Government paid any
attention to it.
The Colonial Secretary (Dr Pollen) with evident embarrassment: 59
was sorry to say he very much feared that the answer to the honorable member's motion
would be what was called a nil return, but at the same time he was free to admit that such a
return ought not to be the answer. It was not a proper answer, and undoubtedly it was both
fitting and right that members of the Native race, who were affected by any legislation, should
have the means of knowing what was being done in that direction. He had been told that
difficulties of a mechanical nature in the Printing Office in relation to printing the Bills had
arisen. He hoped his honourable friend's persistency in calling the attention of the
Government to the matter deserved to be crowned by some kind of success. He hoped that if
the Government were obliged to confess they had not done what they ought to have done in
this instance, they would not have to apologise for shortcomings in the future.
58 (27 August 1873) 14 NZPD 637.
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The result of this was that three Bills were found to have been translated. These were
the Native Councils Bill 1872, the Native Lands Bill 1872 and the Native Reserves Bill 1872
not all of which survive.6
0
When the Native Reserves Bill 1873 reached a second reading in the Legislative Council
on 29 August 1873 a dispute under Standing Order 316 (relating to the printing of Bills in
Maori) was raised by Pharazyn, who took the view that since the Standing Order had not
been complied with the Council could not proceed to consider the Bill. The Speaker upheld
the point of order saying that unless Standing Orders were suspended it would not be in
his power to permit the Bill to be proceeded with:61
He had already acted on this order and had given instructions to the Interpreter to make the
necessary translation. He (Mr Speaker) had been himself in communication with the
Government Printer, and had informed him that the Bill would come before the Council
today, and asked him to hasten the printing. The Government Printer had now informed him
that he could not undertake to print it before tomorrow or Monday. A Translation had been
made of the Bill in manuscript for the use of the Native members of the House, and that
translation would be under revision by the Interpreter to this Council when he had completed
it, it would be placed in the hands of the printers.
Stokes, speaking in the same debate:
6 2
thought something more was required than a mere literal compliance with the Standing
Orders. The spirit of the Standing Orders was, he apprehended, that laws affecting Natives
should be translated in Maori, so that the general effect of a law affecting their interests should
be made known to them. If they wanted to satisfy the Natives and make them content with the
laws, they should have the Bills circulated in Maori, so that they might have a voice in matters
so materially affecting them as this Bill did. They ought at least to be made acquainted with
60 "Bills Affecting the Maori Race" [18731 JLC no 16. McLean's new Native Councils Bill 1872 had
been translated and sent to the printer in the middle of July, printed about 20 August and
circulated a couple of days later. A copy of this Bill survives but it was never enacted; McLean
withdrew it on 20 September (Williams, 474). The Native Lands Bill 1872 was translated and sent
to the printer on 15 July and printed "About middle of August". It was circulated in manuscript to
the Maori members "as printers hands were full of other work" and was "subsequently amended
by the House of Representatives; re-translation made on 4th September; now being printed". This
seems to imply two printed versions of the Bill, but neither has survived. The third Bill listed in
the return was the Native Reserves Bill 1872 translated and sent to the printer in the first week of
August, printed about the middle of August. It was amended in the House and re-translated on
30 August, then reprinted "With amendments, 3rd September" and circulated on 3 September.
Here again there appear to be two printing of the Bill, although neither survives.
61 (29 August 1873) 15 NZPD 718.
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the measures that were to be brought before the assembly, and especially those relating to
their lands, about which they were so sensitive.
There are many instances in which Maori members of the House of Representatives
(and from 1872 also members of the Legislative Council) pointed out that translations were
not available and sought to delay proceedings until they were provided. Wi Tako Ngatata,
the first Maori Member of the Council (who was appointed late in 1872) had in his first
speech in the Council (15 October 1872) asked that the Wellington College Loan Bill 1872
be delayed "until it had been translated, so that he might understand its purport."63
Similarly in 1873 he asked the Colonial Secretary not to be in a hurry over the Native
Reserves Bill 1873 but "wait until it was translated into Maori, because he wished to
understand it thoroughly."' 6 On this occasion the Colonial Secretary (Pollen) agreed to
consideration of the Bill being postponed and it was discharged, coming up again on 10
September. On the latter occasion Wi Tako Ngatata said:
6 5
Listen to me. This is my island. It was I who gave it to you. I sold it to you. Therefore why
should there be reserves? Why should our rights be brought into this House? For what reason
was I invited into this Council? Why was there not a reserve put upon me? Let us have no
such provision made for the Maoris. You are teaching us that we are equal to you. You direct
us and the Maoris follow your direction. Do not direct that the Maoris shall be treated one way
and the Europeans another; that is wrong. Now listen. It is thirty years since the Europeans
came here, and there is this difference between the European and the Maori: that it was the
European who has a desire to rob the Native. My opinion of this Bill is wrong; I cannot
understand it. That is why I asked that it should be printed in the Native language, so that the
tribes outside should be able to read it themselves. There are two things I cannot do: I cannot
read English, and I cannot understand it, and that is the reason my people have presented you
a petition upon the subject of printing Bills in our language. I wish to let you know that I have
good desires towards you, as I now live amongst you. We have assisted the Europeans at a
time when we were disregarded by our friends; and our property was then robbed from us.
We had no disturbances until these laws were introduced; and it now comes to my mind, with
reference to the Bill before the Council, that you are now tying us up with a rope, and placing
us in the position of horses. You tie the Maoris to a post, and the Commissioners are to come
and take care of us. We do not care about this. The laws that are to be made should be good
ones, but there are too many weights introduced into this Bill. We cannot bear its weight. You
may be able to lift it, but I cannot, and that weighs upon my mind. You are the intelligent
63 (15 October 1872) 13 NZPD 651-652.
64 (29 August 1873) 15 NZPD 719.
65 (10 September 1873) 15 NZPD 984.
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people and know what is right. You know a great deal about legislation. You say our lands
should be taken for the benefit of the natives, and our lands are taken, and our children are to
be taught to speak the English language. [.. .] When you take the land from under them what
is the good of education. Serious thoughts have come into my mind in the last few years. I
have not seen any justice done by the Europeans lately. I have been invited to come to this
Council to listen to what is going on, when all at once I am met with this heavy burden, which
I cannot lift. To you it may be light but I cannot bear it.
X THE WAKA MAORI (1871-1877) AND THE WANANGA (1874-1878)
The demise of the Maori Messenger66 in 1863 and several other shortlived papers
printed in Maori left a hiatus to be filled by Te Waka Maori o Ahuriri67 from 1863-1871.
Donald McLean, for much of that time the de facto editor, became a minister in the Fox
Ministry in 1869 and retained his post almost until his death in 1877. Te Waka Maori o Niu
Tireni issued 1871-187768 was a Wellington based title, superseding Te Waka Maori o
Ahuriri, and changing title on relocation. It remained under the editorial control of Donald
McLean's associate James Grindell and became a propaganda mouthpiece for the Native
Department during McLean's long tenure of the Native Ministry. Complaints about it
appeared as early as 1872 when Stafford complained to Waterhouse that it was being
employed for party and political purposes. 69 On 17 October 1876 the House of
Representatives struck out the vote for its publication in the estimates, its patience at last
exhausted, in an effort to terminate the paper. The issue of 7 November 1876 announced
that the paper would cease but the editor and Minister continued regardless as, according
to Whitaker, several gentlemen came forward to guarantee the publication at no cost to the
government, among them being the Premier (Atkinson) and the Native Minister himself!
66 Williams, 271, 335.
67 Williams, 367.
68 Williams, 463.
69 See (29 September 1877) 26 NZPD 1-39; (28 September 1877) 26 NZPD 47-85; (1 October 1877) 26
NZPD 90-98, 103-118.
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The great rival of Te Waka Maori was Te Wananga 1874-1878.70 Te Wananga survived
until the end of 1878, but was uneconomic and although a revival was foreshadowed on its
suspension, the paper did not resume. Te Waka Maori was revived on 19 December 1876
and continued until 17 July 1877, even using the Royal Arms in the masthead and the
Government Printer's imprint, under the fiction that the paper was self-supporting
through subscriptions paid by Maori. An issue was printed on 1 August 1877 but was
suppressed on the Minister's orders when questions were asked in the House as to
whether the publication was being conducted at Government expense. 71 Shortly thereafter,
however, the editor and Government Printer were convicted of libeling Henry Russell in
articles published in July and August 1876. They were fined £500.
The incident resulted in a motion of no confidence in the Government moved by
Larnach. This was debated at length on 27 September through to 2 October but Larnach's
motion was eventually lost.72 A few days later, however, the Government fell on another
want of confidence motion.
73
With the demise of Te Waka Maori as an official paper in July 1877 Te Wananga was left
to itself. But on 9 March 1878 Grindell issued a circular stating that the paper would be
revived at Gisbome to be "essentially a Maori vessel, navigated and owned to some extent
by Maories themselves, and altogether independent of Government influence."74 On the
date the first issue of the new paper appeared under the title Te Waka Maori o Niu Tirani75,
70 Williams, 504. In acknowledging receipt of the first issue of Te Wananga on 7 August 1874 the
editor of The Hawkes Bay Times ,which had published a column in Maori under the title Nga hua o
te mohiotanga ma nga tangata Maori (although unlike its predecessors it had not been issued as a
separate title), says:
During a late visit to Auckland Henare [Tomoana] became the purchaser of a press and
types, and brought down with him a native printer. Te Wananga was issued on
Wednesday, the 5th inst; it is well-printed, on a sheet letter-paper size, occupying three
pages; and contains a long and somewhat florid leading article, and a number of news
items - the latter being extracted from our own Maori column. The object of Te
Wananga is set forth in the introductory article. It will agitate for reform in the laws
affecting natives, additional native representation, &c.
It was printed on the old Columbian press brought to New Zealand in 1842 for Colenso, and now
in the Museum of New Zealand, Te Papa Tongarewa.
71 A copy of this issue (vol 13 no 13 dated "18 Hepetema, 1877") is in a set in the Alexander Turnbull
Library but no other copies of the issue are known and it seems likely that it was not distributed.
72 (2 October 1877) 26 NZPD 118.
73 (9 October 1877) 26 NZPD 284.
74 This circular was reprinted in Te Waka Maori vol 1 no 2 (4 September 1878).
75 Williams, 554.
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the Native Minister revoked Grindell's licence as an interpreter under the Native Land Act,
1873.
Thus Te Waka Maori survived the demise of Te Wananga, which succumbed to a libel
action and lack of support, but it shared the same fate less than a year later. The whole
period was marked by vitriolic attacks on Grey and Sheehan, the then Native Minister. The
paper survived little more than a year. It was relocated to Napier in July 1879 but at a
meeting of shareholders on 6 October: "it was unanimously decided to discontinue the
publication of the Waka and place the affairs of the Company in the hands of a liquidator
without delay." Inadequate support was held responsible, as the paper had only been
sustained by European finance, few Maori being subscribers: 76
We have made an effort to supply the Maories with a medium for the conveyance of
information to them respecting matters and things affecting their interests and for the
expression of their interests thereon, but we have not received from them that material
support which we think we had a right to expect. Henceforth, if they require a paper they will
themselves have to bear the expense of publishing it, they need not expect the Pakehas to do it.
This terminated the publication of politically controversial periodical literature in
Maori until 1892 with the appearance of the newspaper of the Kingitanga, Te Paki o
Matariki.77
XI TRANSLATIONS OF BILLS AND ACTS FROM 1873 TO 1877
At least seven Bills from 1873 were translated and printed in Maori as well as several
Acts. The example illustrated in Plate VII is Taiaroa's Maori Representation Acts 1867 and
1872 Amendment Bill of 1873 (see Plate VII). While practices differ from year to year it
seems likely from various indications in Hansard that even when Bills were translated into
Maori for the benefit of the Maori members, they were not necessarily printed. For
example, in reference to the Qualification of Electors Bill 1875 Reynolds remarked that each
of the Maori members had a copy of a translation, although the translation had not been
printed, and he mistakenly alleged that there was no requirement under Standing Orders
for the translation to be printed. 78 Language featured prominently again in a debate held
on 15 September 1875 concerning Maori representation. The Native Minister (McLean)
said:79
76 Te Waka Maori o Niu Tirani vol 1 no 42 (25 October 1879).
77 Ca 1892 to ca 1935. Williams, 810 and 810b.
78 (28 September 1875) 19 NZPD 35.
79 (15 September 1875) 18 NZPD 347.
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The Native members who had sat in the House had felt the disadvantage of not knowing the
English language; they had made use of that argument as a reason for inducing the Native
youth of the country to attend the English schools and to acquire a knowledge of the English
language. It had been the desire of the Government to carry out this object by establishing
schools among the Native people, and by furthering in every possible way anything that
might tend to their advantage and civilisation as a race. The Government had no desire
whatever to perpetuate any differences that could be avoided. The Special Representation Act
would expire in 1877, by which period he hoped many of the Native youth would be able to
come to this House and represent the people, would be able to speak in the English language,
and would adopt English customs.
Takamoana responded that8 °
it would be better to let the Natives go out of the House altogether if their numbers were not
increased" and asked that the question of Maori representation be debated openly and not left
entirely to the Native Minister: "so that we may be able to ascertain whether we are one
people, or, on the contrary, that we may know by what you say that we are two separate
people.
Taiaroa took the same view:
8 1
He knew from his own experience in the House that they were now here in a false position. [.
• .1 Therefore it was that he did not care to speak very much in this House. It was not worth
while speaking; there was nothing to be gained by the Natives. The best thing for the Maoris
was to go out altogether. He intended himself to go out this year. He hoped no member of the
island would come forward next Parliament. There was no good to be gained by it.
In reply Sheehan admitted: 82
that under the present administration [of McLean] an earnest attempt had been made to lead
the Natives not to talk Maori, but to speak English, and to become English people. He knew
that that attempt was very successful; and he would be very glad to see the honorable
gentleman asking for more public money this year than last for the purpose. He knew no
money that was better spent, or would produce more beneficial results in the future.
Concern was regularly expressed over the way that legislation affecting Maori was
delayed until late in a session and then rushed through without being printed in Maori
and disseminated, even before the Maori members had an opportunity to digest it and
80 (15 September 1875) 28 NZPD 348.
81 (15 September 1875) 18 NZPD 348-349.
82 (15 September 1875) 18 NZPD 349.
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confer about it. For example on 19 October 1875, following the abolition of the Provinces,
Atkinson introduced into the House a Confiscated Lands Bill 1876.83 The Maori members
appear not to have been present, but despite opposition the Bill was taken through all
stages before the House rose at 3.00 a.m. and was then sent to the Council the following
day. When Pollen introduced it in the Council Ngatata opposed it along with other
members and the Speaker of the Council stated "he had not had an opportunity of having
this Bill translated into Maori, as he had received it only half an hour before. It was certainly
doing an injustice to the Native members of the Council not to give them an opportunity of
reading the Bill in their own language."84 The Council postponed the second reading until
Friday 22 October, killing it since the Prorogation occurred on Thursday.
The year 1876 saw the end of Donald McLean's control of Native Affairs. On 11 August
he introduced the Native Land Sales and Leases Bill 1876 and once again the absence of a
copy of the Bill in Maori proved contentious. Sheehan immediately rose to debate the
question saying: 85
The Government should make it a sine qua non that Native Bills of an important character
should be submitted at an early period of the session, and under such circumstances that they
would become known to the Native population. What will happen in respect to this Bill will
be similar to what has occurred in previous sessions. The Hon. the Native Minister introduces
his Bill at the end of the session when the House is half-full, and when honourable members
are anxious to get away. They are passed through all their stages without receiving that careful
consideration which measures of that kind ought to have. [... 1The House has over and over
again taken steps to protect the Native interests in this House; but those steps have not been
effective.
Taiaroa rose to support Sheehan, saying:8 6
It is only right that the Government should circulate Bills of this nature before the
commencement of the session. This, in particular, is a Bill which may result in prosperity or
the reverse to the Native race; and yet we have not yet had either the Bill itself or a translation
of it. I would ask the Government to furnish the translation during the coming week if
possible.
He was supported by Takamoana who said:8 7
83 (19 October 1875) 19 NZPD 546.
84 (19 October 1875) 19 NZPD 556-557.
85 (11 August 1876) 21 NZPD 257.
86 (11 August 1876) 21 NZPD 258.
87 (11 August 1876) 21 NZPD 258.
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I hope the translation of the Bill will be furnished to us at the earliest possible moment, so that
not only we, the Maori members of the House, may become acquainted with its contents, but
that we may be able to circulate it amongst the Maori people outside, and thus give them an
opportunity to make known their opinions in regard to it. [. . .] I hope the members of this
House will approve of the suggestion that this Bill should be circulated amongst the Maori
people. They will do so if they think the Maoris are men; but if they pass the Bill without
doing so I shall think they regard the Maoris as dogs.
The former Governor, George Grey, then pointed out Standing Order 355 of the House
of Representatives. McLean in reply said:
88
I was quite aware of the existence of that Standing Order, and I can assure the honourable
gentleman that he need be under no apprehension upon the point. It is our intention to print
the Bill, and have it circulated. We have every desire to give to the Maoris in all parts of the
country every information we can in reference to the Bill, which will be circulated as soon as
possible.
The Speaker commented that "as soon as the Bill is placed in the hands of the officers of
the House, instructions will be given to have it translated into the Maori language" but
Swanson asked what provisions were to be made for circulating it and asked that it be
printed and circulated with Te Waka Maori and the anti-government paper Te Wananga.
89
This was taken up by E G Wakefield who commented 90
you might as well paste it on the underside of the table of this House as publish it in the Waka
Maori alone. That Waka Maori is one of the greatest scandals that ever were introduced into the
machinery of the government of any country [... ] the Waka Maori is a newspaper devoted to
advocating the policy of the Government of the day [...] for the political advantage of the
Ministry of the day.
Sheehan explained his long-standing suspicions about the conduct of the Native
Minister and his Department and reaffirmed that:
91
the demand for publicity in the case of measures affecting the Native people is infinitely
stronger than in the case of Europeans. This matter can never reach the native mind fairly
unless by publication of the Bill itself in the Native language under the authority of this
House; otherwise this Bill will only reach the Native mind through the medium of that highly
88 (11 August 1876) 21 NZPD 259.
89 (11 August 1876) 21 NZPD 261.
90 (11 August 1876) 21 NZPD 261-263.
91 (11 August 1876) 21 NZPD 267.
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respectable paper the Waka Maori - a paper which has over and over again been prostituted
to support the Government - a paper paid for out of the public revenue. It has been used for
promoting the political views of the Native Minister against those of a large section of this
House.
Similarly the debates for the year 1879 contain several discussions of the Standing
Orders in relation to Maori texts. In the House of Representatives on 9 August 1879 Tainui
had said "I consider the proper course would have been to have had these Bills [the Grey
Ministry's Maori Prisoners Trials Bill 1879] translated so that Native Members might have
had an opportunity of considering them" 
9 2 
and the Speaker had said 93
As one of the Maori members has expressed regret that these important Bills were not
translated into the Maori language, I wish to state that it would have been my duty in
compliance with one of the Standing Orders to have had these Bills translated into the Maori
language for their use, were it not that the House in the early part of the day suspended all
Standing Orders which might impede the passage of these Bills at one sitting.
In the Council on the same day Whitmore moved the suspension of Standing Orders so
that the first of these could be taken through its second reading at once. Waterhouse
objected:9 4
that, under the Standing Orders, it is imperative that all Bills affecting the Maori portion of the
population should be printed in Maori prior to being read a second time. I do not know
whether, the Standing Orders being suspended, that regulation is imperatively necessary at
the present time; but it appears to me that, if it be not imperative that this Bill and the Peace
Preservation Bill should first of all be translated into Maori, it is imperative as a simple matter
of justice, that we should have some knowledge that the Bills are thoroughly understood by
the Maori Representatives in this branch of the Legislature. We ought not to suspend the
Standing orders on such an important point as this unless we have an assurance that the Maori
representatives in this branch of the legislature have such a knowledge of the contents of these
Bills that they are prepared to waive insistence on the Standing order.
Whitmore said that
95
the question has already been decided in another branch of the legislature, or we should not
see these Bills here - I hope the Council will overrule the objection which has been taken,
92 (9 August 1879) 31 NZPD 552.
93 (9 August 1879) 31 NZPD 560.
94 (9 August 1879) 31 NZPD 538.
95 (9 August 1879) 31 NZPD 538.
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even though in ordinary cases it rigorously insists upon having Bills affecting the Maori race
carefully printed and circulated among that portion of the population.
But Taiaroa replied:
96
I wish to say that the motion for the second reading is not in accordance with the Standing
Orders of this Council because the Bills have not been translated into Maori and circulated.
Therefore the Maoris do not understand the purport of them; and, if they were agreed to by us
now, afterwards it might be said that the Native members did not object to them at the time
when they were brought into the Council. Therefore I should like to move that these Bills be
left over until next session, owing to their not having been circulated and translated in
accordance with the Standing Orders of this Council.
Pollen supported Taiaroa but Whitmore's motion was supported by Buckley and
Robinson, the latter saying "We have only just had the Bills sent up. The Maoris have an
interpreter; and I fancy they will be able to comprehend the Bill from the interpreter, and
will be just as intimately acquainted with it as the European members of the House." Grace
suggested that the Maori members of the Council did understand the Bill and were merely
using the Standing Order as a pretext to hold it up, and Waterhouse accepted this view,
withdrawing his earlier opposition to the suspension of Standing Orders. The Speaker
commented that something more had to be done and observed that the Standing Order
was drawn very loosely. He quoted Standing Order 318 and added:
97
That is a prospective direction; and, if I were confined in my interpretation of that to the four
comers of the rule, I should say that the objection taken to proceeding with this Bill would fall
to the ground, inasmuch as it would be my duty to see that these Bills are translated at some
future time. But I have instituted inquiries and have ascertained that the practice has been this:
that Bills affecting the Maoris have frequently been suspended in their procedure until they
have been translated. It would not become me to deviate from this practice, and therefore it is
clearly my duty to put this additional question ; and, if it is decided in the affirmative, then all
barriers to proceeding will be removed, but the Council will do it with their eyes open.
Whitmore then asked
9 8
Is it not a proof that it has never been absolutely considered to be the rule, that upon no
occasion have Standing Orders been suspended, except on the special motion of some
honourable gentleman, until Bills affecting the Natives were translated into Maori? The
practice has been for some honourable gentleman to move that the Bill be adjourned until it
96 (9 August 1879) 31 NZPD 538.
97 (9 August 1879) 31 NZPD 540.
98 (9 August 1879) 31 NZPD 540.
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has been printed and circulated among the Maori members. I believe it is a fact that Bills in
which they take a great interest have usually, out of courtesy to the Maori members, been so
adjourned; [...]" but Bell then dismissed the whole argument by saying: "I think the question
of the interpretation of Standing Orders is wholly immaterial [... II do not think the Natives
interested would care a bit about the Standing Order, and I do not think there is any objection
to that Standing Order being suspended.
The suspension of Standing Order 318 was then put and carried on the motion "That
the Standing Order No 318 be suspended, so far as to enable the two Bills - viz the Maori
Prisoners Trials Bill, and the Peace Preservation Bill, to be proceeded with, prior to their
being translated into the Maori language." While this implied an assumption of the future
translation of the Bills, this translation was never carried out. The Maori Prisoners Trials
Bill passed through all stages forthwith, but the Peace Preservation Bill was killed at the
second reading stage. The Maori Prisoners Trials Act 1879, the purpose of which was to
allow the Governor to fix a date for the trial of Te Whiti and others by Order in Council (in
effect allowing three months detention without trial) was not translated into Maori.
XII COMPENDIA OF SEPARATELY PRINTED BILLS AND ACTS 1878 TO 1883
Up until 1878 the survival of printed Bills was a haphazard affair, most of those which
have survived being represented by single copies retrieved from collections of political
papers99 or gathered subsequently into collections and bound together for the General
Assembly. Even the set of Bills in the Parliamentary Library and the set held in the Office
of the Parliamentary Counsel are incomplete. With a few exceptions these sets of Bills do
not contain Bills in Maori.
On 26 November 1878 in the Legislative Council "On the motion of Mr Taiaroa it was
ordered that all Bills which have been translated into the Maori language during each
session, be bound in a similar manner to the general Statutes, and that they be placed in
the General Assembly Library as a means of reference for the Maori members."100 The
untitled 1879 volume' 0 ' contains the Confiscated Lands Inquiry and Maori Prisoners Trials
Act
99 For example, those of Donald McLean and of Walter Mantell.
100 No such collection survives in the Parliamentary Library but two such collections acquired with
other papers from the old Maori Affairs Department Library are in the Alexander Turnbull
Library.
101 Now located at Alexander Turnbull Library Printed Collections Pq499M 1879 NZ PAR Acc.
254891.
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1879102 followed by eleven printed Bills 10 3 with a manuscript list of contents on the inside
front cover. The practice introduced in 1879 was followed in 1880, and a matching volume
for that year 10 4 contains fifteen Bills10 5 along with four Acts,106 again with a manuscript
list of contents on the inside front cover. These were probably compiled for officials of the
Native Department or the translators, and were not seen by H W Williams when he
compiled his Bibliography (1924) and Supplement (1928).
About this time the practice developed of printing only the clauses of the Act which
were of specifically Maori interest. An example, illustrated as Plate VIII, is some extracts
from the Sheep Act of 1879 (misdated as 1878 in its title). For 1881 the procedure was
changed as the Alexander Turnbull Library holds a compendium with a printed title page
and contents list, followed by a compilation of eight Acts and seven Bills. This has the title
Nga Ture o Niu Tireni: i pahitia i roto i te tau wha te kau ma rima o te Kuinitanga o Kuini
Wikitoria, me te nohoanga tuatorutanga o te Paremete tuawhitu o Niu Tireni, i noho ki Poneke i
timata i te rua te kau ma waru o nga ra o Mei, 1881 (The laws of New Zealand passed in the
forty-fifth year of the reign of Queen Victoria and the third session of the seventh
Parliament of New Zealand held at Port Nicholson begun the 28th May 1881). Each Bill or
Act in the compilation appears as a Maori text followed by the English text, all the items
being separately paginated. 10
7
This work was probably never published but may have had a limited circulation in
official circles. It contains eight of the nine Acts known to have been printed in Maori -
102 Williams, 563.
103 Williams, 563a: the Native Lawsuits Bill, Maori Representation Bill (Plate IX), Native Reserves
Vesting Bill, Qualification of Electors Bill (Plate X), Fencing Bill, Onewhero Grant Empowering
Bill, Murihuku Native Reserves Grants Bill, Confiscated Land Enquiry and Maori Prisoners Trials
Bill, Maori Representation Act 1867 Amendment Bill, and Elective Council Bill (all to be
described in EMI).
104 Now located at Alexander Turnbull Library Printed Collections "Pq499M 1880 NZ PAR Acc
258268".
105 None of these were described by Williams, but each will be described in EMI. They are the
Taonui - Ahuaturanga Land Bill, Native Land Court Bill, Native Land Acts Repeal Bill, Native
Land Sales Bill, Fencing Bill, Native Land Frauds Prevention Bill, Native Lawsuits Bill, Native
Succession Bill, Maori Prisoners Bill, Maori Prisoners Detention Bill, Native Reserves Bill, Native
Lands Stamps Duties Bill, Native Lands Contract Act Validation Bill, (Waikato) Confiscated
Lands Bill, and Native Schools Sites Bill.
106 Native School Sites Act, Dog Registration Act, Brands and Branding Act and Waikato
Confiscated Lands Act. See Williams 582, 583, 584 and 587 respectively.
107 Bagnall, 4115 (not in Williams, included in EMI). It seems probable that the title page was
printed for the particular copy, which belonged to George H Davies and is inscribed "G H Davies
Native Office 1881."
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the Dog Registration Act Amendment Act is not included 10 8 but is known from another
source - together with the texts of the Bills "affecting natives" which were not passed
during the session ("Nga Pire kahore enei i pahitia"). It does not include the Maori texts of
those Bills which were enacted and so appear in their final form as printed Acts. 10 9 It is
probable that a similar practice was followed the following year, as another unique volume
with a printed title page and containing Acts and Bills for 1882 has been identified in the
Parliamentary Library, entitled Ingoa o nga Ture me nga Pire, Tau 1882. Nga Pire. Kaore enei i
pahitia. (Names of the Acts and Bills, year 1882 - The Bills not passed). 10 A few separate
copies of some of these Acts have been located, but none of the Bills survive as separate
copies. The fact that only one copy of the collection has been seen suggests that it is a
unicum with printed cover and contents made up especially for the Parliamentary Library.
This copy, probably produced under the same circumstances as that of the previous year,
has not previously been documented. 111
Regularity was established by the annual collections of Acts affecting native lands, Etc.,
(in English and Maori) passed by the General Assembly, Session [date] which began in
108 Williams, 607.
109 For details of these items see entries in EMI. This collection of Acts and Bills (Bagnall, 4115; not in
Williams) is only doubtfully "published" but includes the Crown and Native Lands Rating Bill,
Alienation of Native Land Bill, Murihiku Native Reserve Grants Bill, Native Reserves Bill,
Waipawa Land Dispute Bill, Native Committees Empowering Bill, Native Land Act Amendment
Act 1873 Amendment Bill, (but not the Thermal Springs Districts Bill, Native Land Division Bill,
West Coast Settlements Reserves Bill). The Acts included in the collection are the West Coast
Settlement Reserves Act (Williams, 606), Thermal Springs District Act (Williams, 612), Native
Land Acts Amendment Act (Williams, 611), Licensing Act (extracts only, Williams, 610), Native
Succession Act (Williams, 604), Native Lands Frauds Prevention Act (Williams, 605), Fencing Act
(Williams, 608), Dog Registration Act Amendment Act (Williams, 607), and Rabbit Nuisance Act
(Williams, 609).
110 This contains Maori texts of the Amnesty Act, Crown and Native Lands Rating Act, Indemnity
Act, Licensing Act Amendment Act, Orakei Native Reserve Act, Native Land Acts Amendment
Act, Native Land Division Act, Native Reserves Act, clauses of the Public Works Act, Rabbit
Nuisance Act, Waikato Confiscated Lands Act, West Coast Peace Preservation Act, Rangipo-
Murimotu Agreement Validation Act and Te Aroha Township Act. One Act is known in a Maori
version which is not included in the collection: the Dog Registration Act 1882. The volume also
contains Maori texts for several Bills which were not passed: Greymouth Native Reserves Bill,
Maori Representation Bill, Maori Representation Act 1867 Amendment Bill, Mohaka and Waikare
Native Claims Settlement Bill, Murihiku Native Reserves Grants Bill, Native Committees
Empowering Bill and Native Land Court Act 1880 Amendment Bill.
111 Ingoa o nga Ture me nga Pire. Tau 1882, to be described in EMI; not in Williams, not in Bagnall.
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1889.112 No collection had been issued for 1883 although separate Bills and Acts exist in
some cases. 113 H W Williams lists many of these Bills and Acts but his schedule is
incomplete and was not always based on the examination of an actual copy.
114
The reasons for these discrepancies become clear from H W Williams' own statements
about the way he compiled it. For example one of the numerous spurious items cited
(Williams: 452 "no copy seen") is evidently based on a citation of the Native Lands Act
Amendment Act 1870 giving the title in translation as "Te Ture whakatikatika i nga Ture
Whenua Maori, 1870." The comparable English text of the Act consists of only three
clauses, repealing one section of the principal Act (the Native Lands Act 1865) and
extending the time within which re-hearings of claims under that Act might be heard to six
months. It seems unlikely that a Maori translation of this technical Act was ever produced.
Another spurious item (a supposed translation of the Land Transfer Act 1870) is cited
twice by H W Williams 115 under two different Maori titles with the remark "This [ie 454]
and the following entry are from references in other Maori translations of Acts, and
illustrate the carelessness with which Acts were sometimes rendered into Maori." The
Land Transfer Act 1870 is a major piece of legislation, consisting of 148 clauses, but nothing
in it specifically relates to Maori land. It seems unlikely therefore that it was ever
translated into Maori.
Williams interpreted references to Acts (and to their repealing Acts) in subsequent
years as if they referred to actual publications. Many of these Acts do not seem to have
ever been printed in Maori. Moreover Williams did not examine the series of printed Bills
112 See for example Acts affecting Native Lands, etc., (in English and Maori) passed by the General
Assembly, session 1889 (not in Williams, not in Bagnall, to be described in EMI). The series appears
to have ceased with the compilation for 1910 (printed 1911) which contains fifteen acts printed in
Maori only and with the variant title Acts affecting Native Lands Etc (in Maori), passed by the General
Assembly, Session 1910.
113 These will be described in EMI. Only one of the nine Bills in Maori for 1883 has been located and
this is the Native Land Laws Amendment Bill 1883. The bills which are referred to in debates but
which are not extant are the Native Land Acts Amendment Bill No 1, Native Committees Bill,
Middle Island Native Village Control and Regulation Bill, Maori Representation Act 1867
Amendment Bill, Middle Island Half-Caste Grants Bill, Taumutu Native Commonage Bill,
Murihiku Native Reserves Grants Bill, and the Thermal Springs District Act 1881 Amendment
Bill. It is probable that all were printed. For the Acts printed in Maori in 1883 see Williams 651-
662; these will all be described in more detail in EMI.
114 For example in Williams, 637 the Native Land Division Act, 1882 is described as "Ture Wehewehe
Whenua Maori, 1882. 340 x 218. [mm] Pp. 4. Government publication, 1882. Translation of the
Native Land Division Act, 1882." with the title taken from the short title of the Act and a
misrepresentation of the size (actually 350 x 220 nam).
115 Williams, 454, 455.
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and of "Bills Rejected" (also called "Bills Thrown Out") in the Parliamentary Library and
the Clerk's Office. These sets contain numerous Bills in Maori omitted from his Bibliography
of Printed Maori to 1900.116 Brief notes on significant developments in the legislative
history of Bills and Acts in Maori are provided here.
XIII ACTS AFFECTING THE NATIVE RACE, 1866 TO 1882
Although no fewer than eighty-five Acts were passed in the 1866 session of Parliament
(all being published together as a supplement to the New Zealand Gazette of 17 August
1866), no Maori translations of any of these were issued, even of those "affecting Natives".
Nor do translations of Acts for this year appear in the Kahiti o Niu Tireni established in
August 1865. These translations of Acts first appeared in 1867.
The Kahiti or Maori Gazette, as it was known, was the official government medium for
communication with Maori from 1865 and included all public notices which were required
to be notified to Maori. It had been an initiative of J E Fitzgerald when Native Minister.117
As pointed out above, there are many discrepancies in H W Williams' listing of Acts as
well as Bills. For example he lists Te Ture Mahi Tio 1866 (the Oyster Fisheries Act 1866) on
the basis that "later amendments were translated into Maori".118 But he had not seen the
principal Act in Maori and there is no evidence that such a Maori text ever existed.
Similarly the amending Act of 1869 listed by Williams probably did not exist.119
The parliamentary session of 1867 (9 July to 10 October) passed ninety-five Acts, of
which a number could be termed "Acts affecting Natives". Williams lists three of these but
one is a duplicate listing, so there should be just two.120 Neither of these has been seen,
116 These printings of Bills and Acts are to described in EMI.
117 Kahiti o Niu Tireni 1865-1930 (Williams, 407). The original purpose of the publication is indicated
by the preface signed by Fitzgerald and his successor Colonel Russell, which appeared in issues
for the first year. Over time Te Kahiti came to include not only proclamations and speeches from
the throne by the Governor on the opening of sessions of Parliament, but also Land Court
business, Orders in Council, Proclamations, Native Department notices and advertisements and
explanations of statutes and regulations. Within a few years it was mainly composed of Native
Land Court notices. It continued until the end of 1930.
118 Williams, 418.
119 Judge Rogan's report on the workings of the Native Lands Act 1865 also indicated that "The
[Native Lands] Act of 1866 has only come to the knowledge of the Natives by hearsay; at least I
have not seen a translation." "Report of Mr Rogan as to the Working of "The Native Lands Act
1865', in the District of Kaipara" [1867] AJHR A 10A 4.
120 His items 428 and 430 are the same, being a supposed Maori translation of the Maori Real Estate
Management Act 1867. His 429 is a supposed Maori translation of the Auckland and Onehunga
Native Hostelries Act 1867.
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however, and there is no evidence that either existed; neither is listed in the Legislative
Council return of all Acts printed in Maori up to the year 1868. Williams, following his
common practice, inferred their existence from translations of the short titles to which
reference was made in subsequent amending legislation. The one Act of 1867 which was
printed in Maori and seen by Williams was the Native Schools Act 1867.121 He overlooked
the Maori Representation Act 1867.122
The only purported Maori translations of Acts for 1868 are the Trigonometrical Stations
and Survey Marks Act 1868123 and a supposed translation ("no copy seen") of the Native
Lands Act Amendment Act 1868.124 The latter Act is a short technical one affecting the
duty payable on leases "on which the annual rent does not exceed £10." It is unlikely that
this was translated into Maori.
125
121 Williams, 342b.
122 Maori Representation Act 1867 with the short title "Ture whakatu tangata ki roto ki te Runanga
Nui hei Kai whakarite mo te Iwi Maori, 1867" (not in Williams) located in the papers of the
Resident Magistrate at Wanganui, Richard Woon, in Archives New Zealand, MA-WANG series 4
no 9. Another copy is found in a bound set of the Kahiti in the Parliamentary Library.
123 Williams, 437.
124 Williams, 438.
125 In evaluating these citations for EMI I considered this listing and scores of others as entirely
spurious. Those which did exist are described in Early Maori Imprints.
For similar examples of spurious translations see Williams items 443, 444 and 445, all allegedly
printed in 1869; an account of these will be found in the comparative concordance to EMI. Two
Maori translations of Acts (Williams, 456 and 453) can be confirmed but the other two are
spurious. No Acts printed in Maori are known for 1871 but there is evidence that the Native
District Roads Boards Act 1871 was translated: in reporting to the Minister (McLean) on 22
December Marsden Clarke says he was "[... I called upon to explain [the Act to a hui at Ohaeawaij
for although they had a translation of the Act, it was most incomprehensible to them". (See AJHR
1871 F-4.) For the following year there is only one Act in Maori (Hawkes Bay Native Lands
Alienation Commission Act 1872, not in Williams) and only one Bill printed in Maori this being
the Native Councils Bill 1872 (Williams, 474) this being the first bill printed in Maori (and
rejected). Two Acts in Maori were printed in 1873 and recorded by Williams, but three other Acts
he listed are all spurious; he was unaware of ten Bills in Maori which have survived, and these
are described in EMI. Similarly in 1874 he lists three Acts but only one actually exists, while five
others were overlooked. There are also two unrecorded Bills in Maori. Neither Bills nor Acts in
Maori for 1875 have been recorded. Ten Bills have been identified for 1876 (including one which
no copy has survived) and one Act, but none of these were recorded by Williams. For 1877
Williams recorded eight separate Acts, but he had seen only one of them (Williams, 529). The
others (Williams, 530-536) are all spurious. Eleven Bills and one further Act not identified by
Williams are described in EMI. Williams records three Acts for 1878 but only one was seen
(Williams, 549) and the other two appear to be spurious. One further Act (unrecorded by
Williams) has been located (Native Licensing Act 1878).
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XIV AVAILABILITY OF BILLS IN MAORI, 1883-1887
Further problems over the availability of Bills in Maori were experienced in 1883 in
debate concerning one of the abandoned bills of 1882, the Native Reserves Amendment Bill
1883.126 Grey asked how long the Bill had been translated and circulated in Maori and was
told by the interpreter that it had only been circulated in Maori that very morning. The
Speaker said he understood that the Bill had been circulated in Maori among the Native
members some days before, with the exception of the new clauses which had been given to
them in manuscript but not printed: "He thought that all they had to do was to see that the
Maori members, who represented the Maori people, got the Bills affecting their race."
Subsequently the Speaker said the Clerk informed him that:
127
the Bill of last session which dealt with this subject was circulated in the Maori tongue among
the Maori members some days ago, and that there had not been time to get the new clauses
printed, but they were placed in manuscript in the hands of the Maori members, who
expressed themselves satisfied with getting those clauses in manuscript; and further that the
Interpreter informed them that the Bill was coming on for second reading that evening.
This was denied by Tawhai, the only Maori member then present. 128 After a long
debate an attempt to adjourn the debate was made but the division was lost and the Bill
was read a second time at about 3.00 am. Taiaroa spoke on the committal of the Bill on 29
August and gave it qualified support.129 It was subsequently enacted as the South Island
Native Reserves Act 1883 and was then printed in Maori.130 Several other translations of
Bills introduced that year probably existed but none of these have survived. Of the Acts
passed in that year, however, twelve were printed in Maori and issued separately 131,
126 Which was in fact a revival of the Greymouth Native Reserves Bill 1882, with some new clauses
added. The Bill had been introduced on 14 August and the second reading took place on 27
August, but at this time Taiaroa (the most directly involved member) was absent through illness.
127 (27 August 1885) 46 NZPD 286.
128 (27 August 1885) 46 NZPD 288.
129 (27 August 1885) 46 NZPD 360.
130 Williams, 654.
131 Williams, 651-662.
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although no printed compilation of them has been found.132 The Native Land Disposition
Bill 1885 of Ballance 133 was printed in Maori and widely circulated, from evidence in
NZPD, although only one copy has survived and that is incomplete. It appears to be the
only Bill printed in Maori for that year. Five Acts were printed in Maori134 but there is no
indication that any corresponding Bills in Maori appeared.
The Native Land Court Bill 1886135 was probably available in Maori during the recess
and was reprinted in Maori after enactment. The Native Equitable Owners Bill 1886136 was
definitely translated into Maori, according to the Journals of the Legislative Council, as
was the Native Reserves Titles Grant Empowering Bill 1886137 although none of these
Maori texts survive and H W Williams did not record them. The Native Land
Administration Bill, 1886138 was certainly printed in Maori and circulated, but has not
survived. All of these were reprinted in Maori upon enactment and issued separately.
139
Four Acts 140 were reprinted and issued as a pamphlet under the title Ture Whenua
Maori.14
1
Single copies of the Maori translations of the Native Land Administration Act 1886
Amendment Bill 1887 and the Tongariro National Park Bill 1887 in Maori have survived,
although these Bills from the first 1887 session were not enacted. This provides evidence
that such Bills were produced even though they are not referred to in Hansard. On the
132 Similarly, in 1884 six separate Acts (Williams, 678-683) were printed in Maori but no printed
cumulation is known, and certainly some Bills were printed in Maori, as shown by mention in the
debates, but none of the Bills in Maori have survived (Maori Representation Act 1867
Amendment Bill; Native Lands Acts, Native Lands Frauds Prevention Act and the Stamp Duties
Act 1882 Amendment Bill; Native Lands Act Amendment Bill; South Island Native Reserves Act
1883 Amendment Bill; South Island Native Reserves Act 1883 Amendment (No 2) Bill; Native
Land Settlement Bill).
133 To be described in EMI, not in Williams.
134 Williams, 702-705 and 707a.
135 The Native Land Court Bill 1886 (a revival of the Native Land Court Consolidation Bill
introduced late in the previous session).
136 Not in Williams but described in EMI.
137 Not in Williams but described in EMI.
138 An amended version of the Native Land Disposition Bill of the previous year.
139 Williams, 714-717. Clause 5 (only) of the Stamp Act 1886 was issued in Maori also (Williams, 719).
140 The Native Land Administration Act 1886; Native Land Court Act 1886; Native Equitable
Owners Act 1886 and Native Reserves Titles Grants Empowering Act 1886.
141 Williams, 718. While many copies of this pamphlet were destroyed in the Government Printer's
fire in 1890, it was still being offered for sale in 1892.
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other hand a third Bill from this year (the South Island Native Reserves Bill 1887) is known
to have been translated into Maori on 8 June.' 4 2 The only copies of these Bills to have
survived are in the Bill Book set of the Clerk of the House.
143
No Bills in Maori survive of the several Bills introduced by Maori members in the
second session nor of the various land Bills introduced by Whitaker during December
1887. Nevertheless it seems likely that such Bills existed. Two Acts for 1887 were printed in
Maori and have survived. 144 Although there had been a compendium of Native Land Acts
for 1886145 and there was to be another for eight Acts passed in 1888146, there was no
compendium for 1887.
XV TROUBLE WITH NEOLOGISMS, OR LEGISLATIVE "MAORISH",
1886-1888
On 20 July 1886 Mantell raised in the Council a debate on the "Maori form of legal
terms" in which he referred to the Standing Orders requiring the printing of Bills in Maori.
He moved: 147
That the Government cause to be prepared, laid upon the table and printed a vocabulary of
such English and legal words and terms, in Maori form as are now commonly inserted in
official translations with the words and terms which they are intended to represent; such
vocabulary to be arranged (a) with the Maori preceding the English (b) with the English
preceding the Maori and (c) the Maori neologisms with the full explanation of their intended
meaning in pure Maori.
and in explanation he said:
Now it occurred to him the other day, when some Bills materially affecting Her Majesty's
subjects of the Maori race were before the Council, to glance into the translation made for the
information of Maori members, in order to see whether it conveyed a true idea of the terms of
the Bill. He was perfectly astonished at what he saw, some of the words being quite strange to
him, and he was brought up standing at the words tenata kamana and hea, which he had
never before seen in Maori and which he knew were not English. On referring to a skilled
142 (8 June 1887) 57 NZPD 830.
143 Now in the Parliamentary Counsel Office, which is otherwise sparsely provided with Maori
versions of Bills.
144 Williams, 740 and 741.
145 Williams, 718.
146 Williams 759a; Bagnall, 4102.
147 (20 July 1886) 56 NZPD 1.
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Maori scholar he was told that tenata kamana meant "tenants in common" and that hea meant
"share". He thought it was essential that these new words should be duly authenticated. He
could give a few more instances of the kind; but any honourable gentleman who was
acquainted with the Native language - and he was only slightly so - need only go through
the Kahiti or Native Gazette and in almost every line he would meet some word which was
neither Maori nor English. [... I With respect to tenata kamana meaning tenants in common he
asked the Maori scholar in question what "joint tenants" was in Maori and he was informed
that it was tioti tenata. It was for these reasons that he moved the motion standing in his name.
He ought to have added that he wished that the list to be compiled should be printed and
circulated in the Kahiti.
Criticising the motion Wilson said it would incur a scandalous waste of money and
Mantell should pay for it himself, besides which the Maoris never read these books which
were compiled for their use. Colonel Brett said that "the aim of honourable members
should be to combine the two races together as much as possible; and that would never be
done until the Maori language was abolished." 48 Pollen however thought it could be done
in a reasonable time and would be exceedingly useful. Mantell, in reply, said he thought it
could be done in a week:
14 9
Either some such course as he recommended in this motion should be followed or they had
better repeal the Standing Orders to which he had referred, because it would be wrong to
allow a translator in future to substitute tenata kamana for "tenants in common"[...] for, so
long as the Maoris could be induced to accept the gibberish he had pointed out so long would
[the legal] fraternity be able to prey upon their ignorance.
On 1 June 1887 Mantell asked the Colonial Secretary if the vocabulary of Maori
neologisms had been prepared and if so when it would be laid on the table. Buckley
replied that "it had been found almost impossible to obtain the desired information, while
the expense of preparing such a vocabulary would be something enormous; therefore in
the interests of the colony, the Government considered it undesirable to do so." 150 Mantell
returned to the fray the following day with a further motion "That until the vocabulary
explaining in Maori the meaning of newly coined words has, in conformity with the order
of this Council of 20th July last, been prepared and circulated, the use of such words shall
be permitted in papers and Bills translated in obedience to Standing Order 318." He
observed that:
1 5 1
148 (20 July 1886) 56 NZPD 2.
149 (20 July 1886) 56 NZPD 2.
150 (1 June 1887) 57 NZPD 583.
151 (1 June 1887) 57 NZPD 656.
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if they had Bills translated in that way [ie full of neologisms] they did not fulfil the intention of
the Standing Order. It had been his intention to move this resolution in the direct opposite to
the form in which it now appeared in the Order Paper, as owing to an error of his own, he had
accidentally omitted the word "not" after "shall be". He however, preferred now to accept the
consequences of his error, as being more conducive to the easy transaction of public business if
they sanctioned use of these unintelligible expressions for one session longer rather than stop
Bills on account of their not being translated absolutely in accordance with the Standing
Orders. [... I As an instance of the extent to which this practice was carried, he went yesterday
through the translation of the Orakei Native Reserves Bill and he marked the neologisms.
There were over eighty in this small Bill of some two pages.
The following year, on 20 June, Mantell moved in Council
15 2
That it be an instruction to the Native Affairs Committee to inquire into and report upon the
difficulties which have been alleged to exist in the way of compliance with the order of this
Council (20th June, 1886), that a vocabulary should be prepared explaining, in a manner
intelligible to the Maori race, the legal and other terms used of late years in translations of Bills
into their language, in assumed compliance with Standing Order no 65.
The Committee reported on 28 August
15 3
that in obedience to the Order in Council of the 20th June 1888, in reference to the preparation
of a legal vocabulary in the Maori language, your Committee recommend that the task of
compiling the explanatory legal vocabulary be referred to the permanent Law Officers of the
Crown and the Interpreters of the two Houses of the General Assembly.
Nothing further appears to have been done.
XVI COMPENDIA OF ACTS AND BILLS FROM 1888 TO 1900
No printed Bills in Maori survive from 1888 although some certainly existed and others
probably existed. 154 Eight Acts in Maori are known for this year 1 55 as well as a
compendium of the eight Acts under the title Native Land Acts (in English and Maori) passed
152 (20 June 1888) 61 NZPD 190.
153 [1888] JLC 210.
154 Maoris Relief Bill; Native Land Court Act 1886, and s 20 of the Native Land Administration Act
1886 Repeal Bill; Westland and Nelson Native Reserves Act 1887 Amendment Bill; Native Lands
Bill; Native Land Frauds Prevention Bill; Native Land Court Act 1886 Amendment Bill; Maori
Real Estate Management Bill; Middle Island Half-caste Grants Bill; Native Contracts and
Promises Bill, and the Crown and Native Lands Rating Acts Repeal Bill.
155 Williams, 752-759.
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by the General Assembly, session 1888.156 This compendium was advertised in the Kahiti on
30 October 1888, the circumstances indicating that there was no corresponding publication
for 1887. No Bills in Maori for 1889 have been found, nor is there evidence for their
existence in Hansard. A compendium of Acts in Maori was issued however, Acts affecting
native lands etc (in English and Maori) passed by the General Assembly, session 1889.157
H W Williams recorded five Acts printed in Maori for 1890158 as well as a volume of
Acts Affecting Native Lands, which is a compendium of the five with a special title page).159
Several Bills in Maori for this year have been identified in the Bill Books at the
Parliamentary Library160 although Taiwhanga's Native Land Administration Bill, 1890 has
not been located. The existence of these Bills and of comment in the Hansard on the non-
availability of Bills show that some notice was still being taken of the Standing Order.
161
When the Dog Registration Act 1880 Amendment Bill 1890 was being considered on 26
June, however, and Taipua asked for a postponement on the basis that it had not been
translated the Speaker said that the Bill was not one "specially aimed at the Natives.
" 162
On 30 July 1891 Parata asked:
163
Whether [the Government] will, out of the £7,000 set apart annually under the Civil List for
Native purposes, devote a sum of not less than £100 per annum for the purpose of translating
and circulating among the Natives all Acts, parliamentary papers &c especially affecting the
Maori race? The Natives laboured under a great disadvantage in not knowing what laws were
passed with reference to themselves. The Europeans were well acquainted with the laws
156 Williams, 759a. (See Plate XI.)
157 Williams does not record this compendium, but lists its component Acts as if they were separate
publications (his numbers 769-771, 771a-771g). This is probably the result of a defective
description as the work is paginated continuously and there is no evidence that the Maori
versions of the Acts were issued separately. It is clear that the English versions of the Acts were
printed specially for the volume.
158 Williams, 784-789.
159 Williams, 789. When the compendium was advertised in the Kahiti in October 1892, the Native
Land Court Acts Amendment Act 1891 was included, but this is printed on different paper, with
a different Royal Arms and is clearly dated 1891, so is probably a later addition.
160 West Coast Settlement Reserves Acts Amendment Bill; Cattle Bill; Mining Bill (extracts only);
Native Land Administration Bill; Native School Sites Act Extension Bill; Horomona Paatu Land
Grant Bill; and Native Land Laws Amendment Bill.
161 For example Parata (Southern Maori) on 25 August 1890 observed that no translation of the
Native Schools Sites Act Extension Bill was available (25 August 1890) 69 NZPD 229.
162 (26 June 1890) 68 NZPD 7-8.
163 (30 July 1891) 72 NZPD 618.
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passed by the House. Sometimes the first intimation the Natives had of a law being passed
affecting themselves was by a sidewind.
The Native Minister (Cadman) in reply said that there were three interpreters
employed for the purpose of translating referred to
1 64
so that the only point to be considered was that of printing, and he had to say that if the
honourable gentleman or any of the honourable gentleman's colleagues would bring under his
notice any papers they required to be printed and circulated he should be happy to give every
facility for having the work done.
In his second reading speech on the Native Land Bill, 1891 (25 August 1891) the
Minister said:
165
The Bill was translated into Maori and circulated within twenty-four hours after the English
version was published. Copies of the Bill, both in English and in Maori were forwarded to the
principal Post Offices in the North Island immediately after it was circulated. That is a thing
unprecedented in connection with Native Bills.
This is yet another illustration of the failure of standing orders.
Only one Act passed in 1891 has been found in a Maori translation, this being the
Native Land Court Amendment Act 1891, a short Act of only three clauses.
166
No Bills in Maori for 1892 have been seen, although a large number of Acts in Maori
were printed separately and also issued together in the usual annual compendium of Acts
Affecting Native Lands etc.16 7 A considerable number of Bills for 1893 were printed in Maori
and survive in the Parliamentary Library Bill Books. 16 8 As was by then usual the Acts
164 (30 July 1891) 72 NZPD 618.
165 (25 August 1891) 73 NZPD 574.
166 The other supposed Maori translations of Acts recorded by Willliams, are apparently spurious.
Williams, 805-808. No Maori translation of the West Coast Settlement Reserves Bill 1891 (Taipua)
has been seen, but it was the same Bill as Taipua had brought forward the previous year.
Similarly no Maori copy of the Native Land Administration Bill 1891 (Kapa) has been seen, but
this was a re-introduction of Taiwhanga's Bill of the previous year. It is possible that new Maori
printings of these Bills were not made.
167 Williams, 834.
168 All of these are described in EMI but none were recorded by Williams. They are: Tongariro
National Park Bill; Native Reserves Administration Bill; Imprisonment for Debt Abolition Bill;
Distress for Rent Abolition Bill; West Coast Settlement Reserves Bill; Rohe Potae Investigation of
Title Act, 1892 Amendment Bill; Fencing Act 1881 Amendment Bill; Rating Acts Amendment Bill
(extract); Native Land Purchase and Acquisition Bill; Native Land (Validation of Titles) Bill;
Wanganui Trust Act 1891 Amendment Bill; and Maori Real Estate Management Act 1888
Amendment Bill.
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passed by the session were cumulated and also issued separately. 169 No Bills for 1894 were
published in Maori but the usual collection of Acts was issued. 170 The same thing
happened the following year: no Bills were printed in Maori but the usual collection of
Acts was provided.171 This was repeated in 1896 and 1897.172
Exceptionally a Bill in Maori was printed and circulated in 1898, the Native Land
Settlement and Administration Bill 1898 but unfortunately no copy of it has survived.
173
This is the last known nineteenth century printing of a Bill in Maori. Three passed Acts and
their cumulation were also printed in Maori. 174 In 1899 there appeared the usual collection
of Acts and their separate issues, 175 and in 1900 the same occurred.
1 76
XVII NGA KORERO PAREMETE: MAORI MEMBERS' SPEECHES 1876-1906
The lack of Bills printed in Maori in the last decade of the century may be accounted for
by the fact that the Maori language in Parliament was no longer an effective means of
parliamentary discourse; the Maori members used English as their primary language and
perhaps saw no need for the translation service.
When Maori members first took seats in the House of Representatives their speeches
were printed in Te Waka Maori and often copied from there and republished in Te Wananga.
With the attempted suppression of Te Waka Maori late in 1876 concern was raised in the
Legislative Council by Wi Tako Ngatata over the future publication of the speeches. He
moved: 177
That, inasmuch as the proceedings of Parliament and the speeches of Maori members are not
published in the Maori language in Hansard, it is, in the opinion of this Council, very desirable
169 Williams, 854-868.
170 Williams, 883-883j. The annual compendium was overlooked by Williams.
171 Williams, 898-901g. The annual compendium was overlooked by Williams.
172 No Bills in Maori were issued in 1896, but the usual collection of Acts was produced (Williams,
914-924) and a similar compendium appeared the following year (Williams, 944).
173 Not in Williams, to be described in EMI. It was reprinted in facsimile in Native Affairs
Committee "Report on the Native Lands Settlement and Administration Bill" [1898] V AJHR I
3A.
174 Williams, 968-971.
175 Williams, 984-987.
176 Williams, 972, 988 and 1001-1005.
177 (26 October 1876) 23 NZPD 664.
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that every facility should be given to the publication and circulation of the Waka Maori, so that
the Maori people may have some knowledge of what is done in Parliament."
Pollen, the Colonial Secretary, suggested that the speeches be reported bilingually in
Hansard as an alternative. Whitmore acknowledged that he had been the originator of Te
Waka Maori but deplored the fact that it had been turned into "a political engine." He
therefore supported the notion that:178
the Maori speeches should be printed in Hansard in the Maori language. One race or the other
must suffer the disadvantage of not being able to read those speeches; but, after all, he thought
it was more important that the Maori speeches should be perpetuated in their own tongue.
After all, a good deal was lost in translation, and the Natives received no information from
those speeches.
Hall supported the publication of speeches in Maori in Hansard but pointed out that
there was no reporter to take them down in Maori, and suggested that there should be a
separate Maori Hansard so that "they would be got out more rapidly and could be
circulated only where necessary."' 79 Mantell observed that the English translations of
speeches in Maori were "a very meagre interpretation of what was said by the Maori
members." He suggested that Ngatata's motion be amended to read "That the speeches of
the Maori members be printed in the Maori language, with a translation into English, in
Hansard."180 This amendment was accepted by Ngatata and agreed to by the Council.
Nothing further was done for three years until Henare Tomoana moved in the House
of Representatives on 7 July 1880: "That the speeches of the Maori members delivered in
this House be printed for circulation among the natives" arguing that this was necessary
because of the demise of both Te Waka Maori and his own paper Te Wananga.181 Sir William
Fox observed that as matters now stood Hansard contained "the speeches of Maori
members as translated to the House" and lamented the fact that all earlier attempts to
publish Maori newspapers had ended in failure because of lack of support from Maori
themselves, a circumstance already alluded to by Tomoana in the case of Te Wananga
which failed because of lack of funds. "Out of the forty thousand Maoris in New Zealand"
said Fox, 182
178 (26 October 1876) 23 NZPD 665.
179 (26 October 1876) 23 NZPD 665.
180 (26 October 1876) 23 NZPD 665.
181 (7 July 1880) 36 NZPD 55-57.
182 (7 July 1880) 36 NZPD 56.
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there were at least ten thousand who could read, or, counting the women, fully twenty
thousand, and they should take some shame to themselves that there had not been a Maori
organ in existence for many years past. [... 1 It was quite clear that the Government could not
interfere further than having the speeches of the Maori members printed in Maori in a sort of
supplementary Hansard. As to the Government establishing a Maori journal, that had already
been tried and been attended with very bad consequences and should never be attempted
again.
These observations took place in the curious circumstance that the Government was
determined to trim all expenditure and was considering abolishing Hansard altogether!
After discussion the motion was referred to the Reporting Debates Committee. The
Committee reported on 15 July 1880 and recommended: "that during the present session
the speeches of the Maori Members be re-translated from Hansard and printed in a
separate form, and that copies (not exceeding 500) be distributed equally among the Maori
Members of both Houses of the Legislature." Again nothing was done and on 29 June 1881
Ngatata again raised the matter in the Council, moving: "That the speeches of Maori
members delivered in this Council be translated from Hansard, and printed for circulation
among the Natives." The following day Major Te Wheoro moved a similar motion in the
House of Representatives but debate on the matter was adjourned until 14 July because of
poor attendance. Both motions were adopted.18 3 The publication continued until 1906. A
sample page is provide by Plate XII.
XVIII CONCLUSION
The period 1840 to 1890 saw vast changes in the status of the Maori language from
being the primary medium of communication for the majority of the inhabitants of the
country to being (as far as the political system was concerned) a largely ineffectual
medium of communication. It could be used for diplomatic purposes on formal occasions,
as exemplified in the case of Government translations to further the agenda of the Seddon
administration,18 4 but it no longer served a useful function in the proceedings of
183 (29 June 1881) 38 NZPD 238, 239; (30 June 1881) 31 (NZPD 289; (14 July 1881) 38 NZPD 474.
184 The strangest example of this is Nga Korero o nga huihuinga o Te Kawana, Rore Ranapare (Lord
Ranfurly), o Te Raite Honore Te Hetana (Rt Hon R J Seddon), Pirimia, Minita Maori hoki, me te Honore
Timi Kara (Hon James Carroll), Memo mo te iwi Maori i roto i te Kaunihera Maori, me nga rangatira
Maori me o ratou iwi i o ratou kainga, i huihui nei mo runga i nga pire whenua Maori me era atu mea e pa
ana ki te iwi Maori. 1898 me 1899. (See Williams, 1000; Bagnall, N3908). This work is a translation
of: Notes of meetings between His Excellency the Governor (Lord Ranfurly), The Rt Hon R J Seddon,
premier and Native Minister, and the Hon James Carroll, Member of the Executive Council representing
the Native Race, and the native chiefs and people at each place, assembled in respect of the proposed native
land legislation and native affairs generally, during 1898 and 1899. (issued 1899 or 1900). See Bagnall,
N3907).
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Parliament itself, or in the regular business of Government, as all the members of
Parliament by then used English. 185 When the Governor (Ranfurly) opened the session on
30 June 1903 he remarked:
186
I am pleased to inform you that the greatest good feeling exists with the Maori race; that
Mahuta Tawhiao Potatau Te Wherowhero has been called to the Legislative Council and
appointed a member of the Executive Council. The estrangement of several of the Maori tribes
which has too long existed is now closed, and Mahuta's influence will be of value to the
Colony, especially in the early settlement of the lands of the Rohe Potae.
These sentiments were premature, as the looked-for "settlements" are still proceeding
nearly a century later. When King Mahuta first spoke in the Legislative Council on 19
November 1903, members might as well have been listening to a speech by one of the four
tame kakas of 1868. After a ceremonious preamble he merely asked that the Maori
Councils Bill be put off until the following year, moved to his equally flowery poroporoaki
and sat down.187 While this protocol was doubtless correct (tika) for the marae it did little
to advance the cause for the Bill which was passed through the remaining stages forthwith.
Ceremony was still at odds with substance, the besetting impediment to dialogue between
the two peoples from the earliest time when Hobson had prematurely asserted "Now we
are one people" (He iwi kotahi katoa) as he shook the hands of the Treaty signatories on 6
February 1840.
It is right to recognise the sustained efforts of Walter Mantell to support the retention of
the Maori language as a vehicle in which political discourse between the races could be
conducted. This tikanga was initiated by Busby, Hobson, FitzRoy and Clarke in the early
years of British colonisation but was abandoned, like the Treaty itself, in the administration
of "good Governor Grey". It should be recalled in the 21st century as the revival of the
language gains strength and people reflect on the continuing problems in the political
expression of the Maori language. Despite the establishment of the Maori Language
Commission in 1989 and the flourishing kohanga reo movement, te reo Maori is still in
decline. In the Parliament of 2000 there are fourteen members who acknowledge Maori
identity, of whom about half might be described fairly as fluent native speakers. Few of the
other members of the House have even elementary familiarity with the Maori language.
Many observers of Parliament over recent years have been appalled at the poverty of
expression of some of the Pakeha members in English, let alone in what to them are second
185 When the Proceedings of Parliament in Maori (Nga Korero Paremete, a translation into Maori from
English) was terminated in 1906 there was not even a debate about it.
186 (30 June 1903) 123 NZPD 7.
187 (19 November 1905) 127 NZPD 844.
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languages. While a language can be brought back from the brink of extinction its re-
establishment in a predator free environment is no easy matter as experience, in New
Zealand with birds such as: kokako, kakapo, tieke, shows. It was the Maori newspapers, so
many of which bore ornithological titles,188 which helped to keep reo Maori alive pending
the legislation of 1989.
188 Pipi-wharauroa, korimako, pihoihoi, and hokioi.
DESCRIPTION OF PLATES
Plate I The Native Lands Act, 1865
The long title, preamble and short title to the Act in English and in Maori. This is the
first Act of the General Assembly to have been printed separately in Maori. Normally Acts
were consolidated and printed as a volume at the end of the session.
The Native Lands Bill was introduced on 17 August by the Native Minister (J E
Fitzgerald) as "a bill to amend and consolidate the laws relating to lands in which the
Maori proprietary custom still exists and to provide for the ascertainment of the title to
such lands, and for regulating the descent thereof [...]". It was probably distributed with
copies of the "Maori Gazette" Kahiti Maori o Niu Tireni which first appeared in September
1865. A circular letter to the Civil Commissioner Te Waimate from Henry Halse (Acting
Native Secretary) dated 23 June 1865 and transmitting thirty-four copies of "printed slips of
the Schedule to the translation of the Native Lands Act which was inadvertently omitted
when that Act was printed in Maori" and suggesting that they be pasted into the
"Compendium of Laws affecting the Aboriginal Inhabitants" is among the Civil
Commissioner's papers at Archives New Zealand, Auckland (BBIW 4808/3b). However
both copies of the Act examined are printed with the schedule printed in the body of the
work (p. 16), and the corresponding English text (pp 265-277) in the annual volume of
Statutes in English also has the schedule. (Williams: 408, Alexander Turnbull Library).
Plates II and III The Maori Representation Act, 1867
This is the Act which resulted in the establishment of the four Maori seats. The first
page of the Maori text (Plate II) and the first page of the English text (Plate III) are
illustrated.
The existence of a Maori text of this Act was is confirmed by a return of Acts printed in
Maori printed in the AJLC 1868 (pp 65-67) but the survival of copies was unknown until
recently. One copy of the Act was found in the papers of the Resident Magistrate at
Wanganui, Richard Woon (in Archives New Zealand, Head Office, MA-WANG series 4 no
9). It is accompanied by a similarly printed English text of the Act, also previously
unknown. They are accompanied by an explanation of the Act published in the Kahiti o Niu
Tireni 1867 no 12 (6 November 1867) pp 75-76, with which the two Acts appear to have
been issued, and with a circular from the Native Department to all Resident Magistrates,
dated 23 October 1867 stating that the Maori Representation Act would be published "in
the Kahiti with a general explanation of its character and provisions" and instructing them
to ensure that it was circulated. The style of printing suggests that the Native Schools Act
1867 was distributed in the same way. Both Acts have also been found in a bound set of the
Kahiti in the Parliamentary Library, here supplying the place of pp 77-80 of that copy of the
Kahiti. (By permission, Archives New Zealand: not in Williams).
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Plate IV The Native Lands Frauds Prevention Act, 1870 (Extracts in Maori)
An Act "to prevent improvident dealings and frauds upon the alienation of land held
by natives".
A summary of the Act rather than a translation, some clauses being omitted. The short
title is given in the second paragraph of the text. In the 1870s and 1880s it was sometimes
that case that only the clauses "particularly affecting the native race" were printed and
published and what did or did not 'affect' the Maori was something of a mystery. The
extract given here was issued about September 1870 at the time of the publication of the
English version which was printed with other Acts as a supplement to the New Zealand
Gazette. (Williams: 453, Alexander Tumbull Library).
Plate V The Timber Floating Act, 1873
This is the form in which most Acts printed in Maori were issued, with the Royal Arms
and Analysis in full and with shoulder notes. In the present instance the regnal year and
the Act number are in the heading, although they were normally omitted. In many cases,
however, not all these elements are present.
"An Act to authorise the use of rivers, streams and tidal creeks for floating timber and
other substances"; essentially to permit the floating of kauri logs. The potentially damaging
effects on Maori fisheries and riparian property are discussed in the Committee of the
House debate on 10 September (NZPD vol 15 pp 1006-1010). A Timber Floating Bill
(probably 68-1) was introduced and discharged by the Premier (Vogel) on 18 August, and
replaced with a new shorter Bill of five clauses which was sent to a select committee. The
original Bill had explicitly authorised the construction of kauri dams but it was stated at
the introduction that the new Bill neither authorised dams nor prohibited their
construction. The Act as finally passed removed the clause added in the Council which
would have restricted the application of the Act to the province of Auckland. The Bill
reached the third reading in the Lower House on 10 September and a third reading in the
Council on 22 September. According to the schedule of bills printed in Maori (AJLC 1873
no 16) no Maori version of this Bill appeared, but Maori objection to it was expressed in a
number of petitions. (Alexander Turnbull Library; not in Williams).
Plate VI The Native Councils Bill, 1872
A Bill introduced by the Native Minister Donald McLean but later withdrawn. This is
the first Bill to have been printed in Maori. The elements printed are the caption title
'Kaunihera Maori', then the intitulment and long title then the enacting words 'Ko tenei ka
hanga.. .'. The English words at top right are the shoulder note.
"A Bill intituled An Act to make provision for the Constitution of Local Councils in
Native Districts, and to define the Functions and Duties of such Councils." (long title from
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the English text of the Bill 1872 No 119-1). McLean's Native Councils Bill, 1872 was
discussed in the House of Representatives on 22 October 1872. It was intended to allow the
settlement of disputes between Maori in selected Native Districts by means of Maori
Councils instead of by the British legal courts. The Minister said it would "only be brought
into operation in cases where the majority of the Natives in any particular district desired
it." (NZPD vol 13 p 895). Successive members asked McLean to hold the Bill over until the
next session, Swanson suggesting that it be circulated among Maori but withdrawn for the
time being. McLean assented and withdrew the Bill. This version of the Bill differs in some
respects from that published in Te Waka Maori o Niu Tireni vol. 8 no 21 (30 October 1872),
and may represent a second draft. A copy of the Bill is among McLean's papers (Alexander
Turnbull Library MS-Papers-0032-0118). (Williams: 474, Alexander Turnbull Library).
Plate VII The Maori Representation Acts, 1867 and 1872 Amendment Bill, 1873
H K Taiaroa's second attempt to increase the number of Maori representatives in the
House beyond the minimum of four. The elements printed are a centred shoulder note (in
English), a caption title, the Analysis (here given in two columns and complete, but usually
omitted when Maori bills were printed), the intitulment and long title and a preamble and
then the enacting words (the Matua korero). The 'ingoa poto' is the short title. Marginal
notes are present but these were often omitted.
This Bill sought to make provision for an increased representation of the Maori people
in Parliament and divided the Western and Eastern Maori districts into three electoral
districts. It was introduced on 15 September 1873 and had a second reading on 22
September, when it was made clear that it would not be enacted. Taiaraoa withdrew the
Bill on 30 September. No copy of the English text of the Bill is known (1873 No 132-1).
The Maori text has an incomplete Bill number: "No - .". It was probably printed on or
about the day of introduction. (Alexander Turnbull Library; not in Williams).
Plate VIII The Sheep Act, 1879 (Extracts)
The Sheep Act, 1878. (so far as the same applies to the Maori Race.) Nga tikanga o "Te
Ture mo nga Hipi, 1878," e paa ana ki nga iwi Maori (from the caption title). The English
long title is "An Act to provide for the eradication of scab in sheep."
This is an example of an Act in which only the clauses 'affecting natives' were printed
in Maori: clauses 1-2, 5, 9, 11, 13-17, 19-33, 38-46, 49-50, 52-54, 58, 61-61, 64, 68 - and four
Schedules. The page illustrated shows the deliberate omissions by lines of asterisks.
(Williams: 549, Alexander Turnbull Library).
Plate IX The Maori Representation Bill, 1879
"A Bill intituled An Act to provide for the Representation of the Maori People in the
House of Representatives." (long title from the English text of the Bill, 1879 No 31-1). The
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Maori text of this Bill lacks the Analysis section usually found in Bills, as well as the
shoulder notes and the printer's number "No 31-1" found on the English printing. This
Bill was a companion Bill to the Qualification of Electors Bill, both being introduced on 28
October 1879. From the statements made by the Premier (Hall) on 31 October, however, it
is clear that the Maori Representation Bill was not printed in Maori until early November,
probably just before the second reading on 4 November (NZPD vol 33 pp 74-75).
The Bill provided that the number of Maori members would be proportional to the
number of non-Maori members in the same way that the proportion of registered Maori
voters was proportional to the number of registered Pakeha voters. Maori would not vote
for European candidates nor would Europeans vote for Maori candidates. According to
Hall the number of Maori members should therefore increase to about six or seven. But as
Major Te Wheoro pointed out "such was the reluctance of Maori to register" [as voters] that
it would have the opposite effect. The Native Minister, Bryce, agreed that this was a
serious objection to it and the Bill was dropped, the Qualification of Electors Bill being
amended consequently to provide for the continuation of the existing Maori electoral
provision (NZPD vol 33 pp 81-83). (Alexander Turnbull Library; not in Williams).
Plate X The Qualification of Electors Bill, 1879
"A Bill intituled An Act to define the qualification of electors of members of the House
of Representatives." (long title from the English text of the Bill, 1879 No 23-1).
The Bill was introduced on 28 October 1879 and the second reading took place on 31
October, on which occasion the Premier (Hall) said: "With regards to the Maoris, we do not
propose that they shall vote under this Bill at all. They are provided for under a separate
Bill which, I trust, will be found as satisfactory to both races as any such measure can
be."(NZPD vol 33 p 11). The Bill removed the right of Maori to vote on the general roll,
confining Maori to vote under the "special representation" provisions in the Maori
Representation Bill 1879.
The only version of the Bill printed in Maori which has been seen is not that used for
the second reading (No 23-1) but corresponds to No 23-2 "as reported from Committee
of the whole house, 11th November, 1879" (although other versions in Maori may have
existed). This version is significant because it gave limited voting rights to women - a fact
reflected in the Maori printing as well as the English printing. On the 14 November,
however, the Bill was recommitted and the words "every person" ("Katoa ia tangata [...]")
was replaced by the word "man" ("Katoa ia tangata tane [...]") once again. Version 23-3
of the Bill has not been seen, but version 23-4 as passed by the House and as amended by
the Legislative Council exists in an English version. Ultimately the Act allowed Maori
males over the age of twenty-one who were enrolled on ratepayers' rolls or who held a
property qualification ("who is seized in severalty of a freehold estate of the value of
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twenty-five pounds whether subject to incumbrance or not") to vote as electors. NZPD
contains extensive debates on the Bill, which received the assent on 19 December.
(Alexander Tumbull Library; not in Williams).
Plate XT Native Land Acts (in English and Maori) ... 1888
A compilation of eight Land Acts in both English and Maori texts, the English text
placed before the Maori.
A similar publication containing four Land Acts had been issued in 1886, but there
appears to have been no equivalent publication for 1887, in which year only two such Acts
appeared. The so-called "Maori Gazette" (Ko te Kahiti o Niu Tireni) advertises both the 1886
and 1888 publications from October 1888, but never mentions an 1887 issue. The practice of
issuing collections of Acts became regular from 1889 under the title Acts affecting native
lands, and this annual compilation continued until 1910 with a gap only for 1891.
(Williams: 759a, Alexander Turnbull Library).
Plate XII Nga Korero Paremete
Extract of speeches by H K Taiaroa in the Legislative Council on 27 August 1890 from
Nga Korero Paremete ("Maori Members Speeches') a collection of speeches published
annually from 1881 to 1906.
Unfortunately for philologists these speeches are not verbatim records of what the
Maori members said. The speeches given in Maori were translated by the official
interpreters and these form the basis of the English texts as given in New Zealand
Parliamentary Debates (NZPD). The versions given in Nga Korero Paremete are back-
translations into Maori from the English texts of the speeches. The Governor's speeches on
the opening of Sessions were also translated into Maori and are included in Nga Korero
Paremete. (Alexander Turnbull Library).
PLATE I
ws Hr TU rE hei whakatikatika hei whakapu-
tahi i nga Ture c whai tikanga ana ki
runga ki nga whenua i roto i te Koroni
c mau tonu ana ano i runga i ta te
Maori tikanga pupuru o namata hei
whakarite hoki kia snohiotia ai te
tuturutanga o nga whenua Maori a hei
whakatakoto tikanga mo te whakata-
turanga iho o riga whenua matua mo
era atu imea hoki. [Akatopa 30,1865.]
NO TE MEA he pai ano kia whakatikatikaia hia whakapuinhitlia ngaTurn whkaoti tikanga whenua i roto i te Koroni e tau tonu ama an
ki an whenua ags tikanga pupuru at te Maori hei whakarite hold
kia mohiotia ai nga tangato e purutia asri e ratou aua whental runge
i aua ritengs hei tautoko ake i tetahi tikanga hou hei tinei i tan
tikanga pupuru a hei whakatakoto i tetahi ritenga me teu tikanga
pupuru o namata kia whakarerea kia mau nake to whenua i rung
i to Kruna Karnati hei whakatakoto tikanga hoki mo to whakatatu-
rengo o ego whenua matua ina mahuetia tnua riteoga pupuri o namant
a hoi whakatkoto i rtahi atu tikanga mo runs oga me ni men kua
whakohutia nei.
NA K1A IEINGA He T ns e te R nanga Nui o Niu Tireni i tono
huihuinga i roto i to Paremcte nei i runga hoki i to mana o tue
Runanga nga itenga i euro iho nei.
sun l os I. Ko to ingoa Poto o tenei Ture ko to "Ture me ego whenua Maori
1865."
The Native Lands Act, 1865
PLATE II
,. sY . o vaca 5-a T~in,
i o ITOR 1A .KU IIN I.
No. 4 .'. :
-. fr' t~E hei whakatakoto tikanga Ida w.,.s
:zW reo ai mo ratou Whaka-Maoni
ake nga tangata Maori o te Koroni o
Niu .ireni H roto kitdZ Runaisga Nui
.o Niurireni. [Oko "& 10, 1867.]
NOTEMEA i ruga ite rere ke ow shna.'o ta to" Haori sg-a n a
gupmTwx Wenuarme eraat take kahre e al ai aan el g tamgzt.
oiotenei Korni o Niu Tireni kis tu hei tangata maratma kd te pootd
he roasu noa tho go mea e marmmtsa s" i to pooti mo to kowhir
tant mo roto i to Rngs Nui me ni Runanga Porowini noei o
to r-i she mea pal kin poka ake as to pai e to whshasre ga
-t=h.gautoa 4 tou soa ki range ki nga pononga ote tabs Whaha
.u to Kuini kia takoto tethi iteg mu ine wa kia marma ai
to whal eo a ans" pononga Maoi a te Kma mo ratou ke i roto i to
R unana Nuii a ngaunga Porowini hoki o tsu Kornni nei i- e
'MulKI Mm¢TA x Tums e to Runauga Nui o Nut Threni i
tona huilinga i roto i to Pareamete ne i rugs, hoki i to mana o
taua Reap ga gritenga iraro ih onei-:
L Ko to mga poto o tenei Tur ko to "Tur 4whaho tagato ki se.
roto ki to Runonga Psi bei KEi whakarite me to Iwi Maori 1867." ,
2. Ko tenei kupu ko te "Maori" i roto otenei Ture kodtona r oteng a ssas..
he , tot Maori o Niu Tireni he tone has te oe tau hi to rm tehn-
ma tap ke a sa mranei e sa saa haki ki rato hi tenei kupu to
hawhehlihe. i.: ! : .. .r I . .- . -..
.3. Me apiti ate hei whakatokomalm mu ere o ga Upoouga o tUs- s
te Runnga Nui i kowhri marireti i rung i age ritenga o to Turn e -
whal -mans ass i tia we etahi Upoko Runnp ka tohowha he men r i
po; ti kia to I rungs i ga ritenaa o tnel Ture hl taLi. s i.ws
hardic .i rotki t Rnang ai mo. tiwi Maori e noho sa ki
tenei Koroni • 1 : • : .
4. He mea ka marama ai to ritengs me to kowhiri i ausa tangata w,- .a
m rot m to EoR angs Nui ka wehen to Koroni hia wha ago takiwa a.po ar. . . . ..... - = -
5. Ku ngs o a tahiwa ponti me to tokomoha o ago tangais be. as..
woo akatd i rmapn i to po.ti kohi enelsea-
To Tahiwo Poets Muon Whaka-to-Rasi-Kotahi tagato Ts s
To Tahiwa Pooti Maori Whaka-te-Rawhiti-RKothi tangata . t
To Takiwa Pooti Maor Vhaska-te-Rato--otah tasgata
Te Takiwa Pooi Maori Whka-te-Tonps.Kotahi taota.
6. Auanu tont me whwhiri i rotoiwi Hoodtonumga it TtnoMot
pooti an ag e e uoho a.s ki roto ki tane kitnel sans takiwa e .''
PLATE I
To. AN ACT to Amend and Consolidate the
Laws relating to Lands in the Colony
in which the Maori Proprietary Cus-
toms still exist and to provide for the
ascertainment of the Titles to such
Lands and for Regulating the Descent
thereof and for other purposes.
[30th October 1865.]
PFrm . W hEREAS it is expedient to amend sad consolidate the laws
relating to lands in the Colony which are still subject to Maor
proprietary customs and to provide for the ascertainment of the
personas who according to such customs are the owners thereof and
to encourage the extinction of such proprietary customs and to provide
for the conversion of such modes of ownership into titles derived from
the Crown and to provide for the regulation of the descent of such
lands when the title thereto is converted as aforesaid and to make
further provisions in reference to the matters aforesaid
BE x eAcsres by the General Assembly of New Zealand in Perui.
ment assembled and by the authority thereof no follows-
tins os.. I. The Short Title of this Act shall be "The NativeLands Act 1865."
The Native Lands Act, 1865
PLATE III
New Zealand.
"IlO T ICXOOMO PRIMO
VICTORIA REGINIE.
No.
AN ACT to provide for the better Repre-
sentation of the Native Aboriginal
Inhabitants of the Colony of New
Zealand. [ October, 1867.
WHEREAS owing to the peculiar nature of the tenure of Maori lad -blt
and to other causes the native aboriginal inhabitants of this Colony
of New Zealand have heretofore with few exceptions been unable to
become registered as electors or to vote at the election of members of
the House of Representatives or of the Provincial Councils of the said
Colony and it is expedient for the better proteetion of the interests of
Her M *rty's subjects of the native race that temporary prevision
should be made for the opecial represeototios of such Her ajestyns
Native subjects ia the House of Represeottives and the Provincial
Couciis of the said Coloy . I , . -
Be Ur ToErIos EsAcren by the General Assembly of New Zealand
in Parliament asemobled and by the authority of the same as follows-
1. The Short Title of this Act shall be "'The Maori Representation este.
Act 1867."
2. The term "Maori" in this Act shall mean a male aboriginal
native inhabitant of New Zealand of the age of twenty-one years and
upwards and shall include half-castes.
3. In addition to the number of members of which by soy law for r. st.
the time being in foree it may be provided that the House of w 5 t5.14
tepresntires shall consst there shall be four members of the
said Houn who shall be elected under the provisions of this Act to
riepresent therein the inhobitants of the Colony of the Maori race.
* 4, For the purpose of the election of such members of the said leasmdwm
House the Colony shall be divided into four Maori electoral districts.
5. The names of such electoral districts and the numbers of the stdhants
members to be returned by each esch district respectively hall be as
follows-
The Northern MH Electoral District-One member.
The Easoe Maori Electoral District-One member.
The Weater Maoi Eleetosal District-One member
The Southern Maori Electoral District-One member.
6. Such members shall be chosen respectively from amongst sod n.e- .
by the votes of the Maoris inhabiting each of the said distdoto who
shall not at soy time theretofore have been attainted r convicted of
any treason felony or infamous offence and shall be otherwise qualified
as hereinafter provided.
The Maori Representation Act, 1867 The Maori Representation Act, 1867
PLATE IV
TE TURE TENET BiE! ARAI I TE M.rATTI TIOKO TAIIA.E I
NGA WHENUA 0 NGA .MAORI.
N mobiftana-, kua mahia oboreretia te hoko. to reti. to moketi whenua
etahi tanpirta, i rinmga i te men ko o ratou ingoa anake i trit ki ng
,ararina Karnati, knia i wiakaarhia ai kin whakatakotoria be tue
ci ama i aia mani.
No to in.on o tene Ture, ko "To Ture arai i nge mahi tahac ki
gW Whenua Maori, 1S70."
fa to Kawana e panri nga takiwa, e karangna hokL kin talr to
tana o tenet Tre ki aua takiwa, kei a ia ann hoki to whakaaro ki to
anui bou i nga robe, ki to tango mai ranvi i etahi wahi o aua takiwna
roto i te mana o tenet Ture.
Mia to Kawana e whakatu lie tangLa hei Komirana mo to takiwa
ntahi to nga takiwa ranei inn panutitia hi takiri a i runga i tenci
ury, a nana to whakaaro ki to whakamutu i tern tarnita ki to
'hakatu i hftilai hei riwhi mona.
E' kore to hoko, to reti, te moketi rani o to rwhenra kua tutiu
ito 3iaori e mana. niehmea kahore i tino ika nga ritenga katoa o
ta mahi ; a irchrmca lie kai-tiaki kau to tangata mo totahi tarigta
a mahi ire in i rmiga i tarm kni-tiakitanga, ekore tana hoko, moketi,
ti rani v maria ; a meheimea, lie waipiro, be pu, lie paiui, he hota
o tbira li mena pera to utri me to whenuif, be wahi rani ot e utu,
-ore c mana ti hoko, to reti to moketi ranei.
Ma t Komiliana e ata kioi mariro nga ritenga o aua mahi, mana
titiro mchemea e tika ana to hoko te reti to moketi, e lie ann rand,
mebemea holki e mamma ana ga tangata o hoko ana e reti ann o
Loketi aia mneii te whenin ki ga kupri o to pukapuka o whaka-
angia ani o rator ringaringa; mana hoki c ata kimi mehemea" o tika
a to utr e karangatia ana hei uitu mo to whenua, mebherna hoki 
e ana ann lie whcnua mo rga Maori e uru ana ki taua mabi hoko,
ti, mokei ranci.
Mehemen ka tuturu to mohio o taua Komiliana e tika ana, hei
e tubi ia i tana kupu ki runga ki te pukapuka tuku, roti, moketi
nor.
3ehemen ka whakanaro tetai tangata kua rarun ia i rung i to
ahi o taua Komiiana c pat ana kia whai kupu in ki to 1iupirimi
enti, ko nga ritenga mo tenet ka ata whakatakotoria ka panuitia.
Na ka rongo to Hupirimi Knot ki to kupa a tatina tangata, mete-
on ka wiakaaro taua Kooti kua tika to mahi a taua Komibana kua
anei e pat ana kia whakaputaina to kipu e to Knotti fUliriit
a katiate hoko, to iuoti, reti ranci .a nrigata i to whcna,
a wrakanetia ranei.
E tai ann kin whakaritea e To Kawana ranua ko totalii o ega
ai-whakawn o To lupirimi Knoti etahi ritenga hei whakahaere i
pa ito mann o ineiTtre, a ka oti ka panuitie ki to ahiti Pakeha
rite toni to mana ki to mana o to Ture.
Mehemea ka korero tito to tangata i to taima e korero ana ia i to
oaro o to Komiiarr, e tika ana kia whiua in, eto Tmre mo tana
)rero ito i rnga ito inca kua oatitia in.
E pat ann kia whakaritea e Te Kawana nga moni kin utua ki to
omiana e riga tangata e tao ana ki tona aroaro ki to korero, heoi ka
ite whakarite, ma riga tangata e tae ana ki to Komihana e utu.
Ma eTo iaeana e whakatakoto rga riteng'a whakahaer i to mahi
ga Konfliana i runga i tenet Ture, mann e whakamutu era, e
akatakoto lie riteoga oliu, kei a ia teen. 'Ka oti to whakatakoto
tai ki to rahiti Pakeha.
Onone DOnonon, ]KE-ts o t Kn..eutmg, Poneke, Nu TieL
The Native Lands Frauds Revention Act, 1870
(Extracts in Maori)
PLATE V
NIU TIRENI.
TAU TORU TEKAU MA WHITr
KUINI WIKITORIA.
Nama XXXIX.
......................... .. ..... . .....WSfAKAWH~tnTT"GqA.
I1~. I t .i6 Te tikzn. tonunr op . hm•t.,
T.-
* n o n tr.,.r, * hotbn ni to. ,= r i Sn...,.. 4. '.io.n,.on l
n.o.V keo bk.Oo
HE TURK hei whakaae mo nga awa me nga awa hoki w--,iop
e parinia ana e te tai kia tukua ki etahi tangata
he mana mo to Whakatere Rakau me era atu men.
[flepetema 29, I873.]N A TENI KA HANGA e te Runanga Nat o Niu Tircni Ira
huihui noi ki te Paremete i rega hoki i to mann o tea
nrngc nga ritengn kwm tuhia Li ram nei.
1.e o tgoa poto mo tenet Ture ko "Te Tare Whakatere In.
Rlka., 1873."
2. Ma nga Huperetti o ia Porowti o ia Porowint e pani i a wan-.
ia takia i ii tekiwra i roto ito Kahiti o te Porowta ko ehea rtmei nga p .. i So,n
awa i roto ita Porowini k"n whakauetia i r;a i te Raihena, ka km i~m =
korerotia i muri net, ki mahi i taro i tenet Tare, a maa hoLt eCon To,.
p-nui te mutnea o te mana o te Raima i tuken ki tetahi tnta mo
au awa; a ma te putant o tara panui e whakamutu te whakatore
tkau i taum awa, i aa aca rnei.
3. Mehemee ka hiahia tetahi tangata ki te whakatere rakau i x. tono.r,.
tetahi awa, i tetahl awa ranei e parinia ae e te tat, i ranga i ng *.irat,.,.p
tikanga o tenet Ture, me pa atu ia ki the Hupereti n te porowte .M i a4r w.
kei rei' tae awa, tono ai i tetahi Raiana whake kia mahia e ia; *h01000 0 *g,
a kei to Huperctini to whaaaro ki to whakae ki to tum i tauar i-
haa i runga i nga tikang e maharatia ai e i otim me matur whaka-
puta e ia tana panui hei whaketr ki nge tangata no rntou to whenea
i nga tahataha o teua a-a awaa raei rag tengta ranei e noho aa
ki reio ken tonm tetahi tengate i te riran a me whakarongo ia ki
age kupe . te ki whakehe, ki te ratiarm mehemea i tern ranei
tie tegeata e whalie aua.
The Timber Floating Act, 1873
PLATE VI
Kaunihera Maoil.
HE TURE I HUAINA.
.HE TuE'E hci whakatakoto Tikanga mo nga Kaunihera
i nga Takliwa Maor, a hel whakatakoto Tikanga,
hoki nib te Mahi o aua Kaunihera.
K TENEI KA HANGA e tb.Runanga Nui o Niu Tireni kua
huihui mai nei ki roto ki te Paremeto i runga i tona mana e
told i mun nei:-
1. Ko te Ingoa Poto meo tenei Ttire ko ""To Ture Kaunihera
Maori, 1872," a ko to wehewehenga o taua ture kei muri iho nei:-
WAme I-Ko to Whakaritenga Kaunier mo ,ego Taiwa."
Maori.
WAI II.-Ko to tu Tangat hei Pooti Takiwa, mere Pootitanga
o nga Mema mo to Kaunihera.
WAH I.
Ke T WHAxArrESG4 KAUNIHERA MO NGA TAXIVA MAORI.
2. A to korerotanga o terei Ture, ka kitea'nga kupu c mau ake
nei, na ko nga tikanga enei,-
Ko to kupu nei "Takiwa Maori" "tak ," ranei ko nga Takiwa
ka whakritQ i raro i'teeil' ... .... T
"Perehitini" tona tkanga hefmlhld 4 ewl4haturia ala "'O
nga Kaunihera Maori e whakaritea'i rare iho nei, he
tangota ranei e whakaritea ana hei '_iomana i nga huinga
o to Kaunihra hei whakakapi mo to Tumuakl.
"Kaunihera" he Runanga Tangata Maori e pootitia ana mO ia
takiwa, mo ia takiwa i raro i tenei Ture.
"Tangata" ko nga tangata oe to Ii Maori hui tahi 6 a
hawhe.kaihe o taa iwi.
3. He tik ki tate ture kaua e iti iho te nga tangat o
to iwi Maori e noho anai ng takiwa o to motu nei, e tau tonu ana to
man Maori i runga ki to men rauei e noi ake ana ngo tangata o t
iwi Maori, mehemee k tuku pokapuka ratou ki a to Kawano kia
whakaritea a reire hei Tahiwa Maori ki rare i nga tikanga o tenei
Ture.
' 4. Me whakaatu oai i rote i ae pukapuka nga rohe mo taa
takiwa, me to tokomahatanga o nga tongata o roto i taua rohe, i runga
i to whakare; he tika ki to tore ma te Kawana ratou ko tana runanga
ki te mea ka whakaae ia ki aua roe, e whakatu taua takiwa hei
Takiwa Maori i rare i tenei Ture, mana hold e tapa h ingoa mo
taua takiwa.
5. I ranga i taua tcno ke tila ki to ture m to Kawana e whakoiti
ewhakanui ranei nga rohe; a e tika ana hoki ki tenei Tre ba whaka-
hontia t iwa, ia wa, nga takiwa, kite whakakore ranei.
6. Me to he Kaunihera i raro i tenoi Ture 16 i takiwa, ki ia
takiwa, kaua e.iti iho nga mema i to toko-ono, kaua hold e nui ake i
to tekau-mo-ru me pooti irotoi nga tangata to tkiwa T runeg i-nga
tikanga e toli i muri nei. A ma to Kawaa e whakatuturu to toko-
mahatange o nga robe. Koe t w etc wa e tu ai taua Kaunihera Ida
torn tan, hei to ra tuatahi tonu oto pootitanga timata ai. Ai te pau
The Native Councils Bill 1872
PLATE VII
[M(oaz Rzazrnouo Am A.aazer .]
To Ture Whakotikotlka t ig Tore whakatu tangata
Macri me rote fto Paremete.
WHAK AWAT=rVoYA.
HE PIRE I HUAINA.
HE TURE e whakatakotoria ana hi whakatokomaha ake q
i nga tangata Maor mo roto i te Paremete.
OTEEMA e tit. o ki. whahaturia he takanga hei rhakatomahaIi i n .tang=Vt-ifari me rota i te Pareete.Natei- h. eta Rnanga Nui o Niu Tiret ko. haouit ata.
mat ne i ro to aometa i rung. hoki i t o mao o taa Ronanga
5 ngan itenga hai toloa iraro i:-
1. Ko to in.m poto mo tei Tor ko To Tre Whakatikatika i m re.
rga Tore whoaau tagota Maori oo romt i to Poremete 1867, me te
Tore hatok bot- oori me rota i te Paremet 1870, me Te Tme
10 2. Kea oti to whokotu i ep Memo tokowha, i kowhita i rung-a o rt i, -
ite Pooti o tew ki to hot tangata mo roto I te Runn Nui, i
r1ga i eg tkag, o arm Tore, me whakatu ano i tetahi atu Mom.
hi. rega ig tira= t.e Tor, ei wahaka ,n i "ga
tikga ite ta Man te r to it Wh Runang
No. - .
The Maori Representation Acts, 1867 and
1872 Amendment Bill, 1873
'LATE VIII
re -. rga Zipi. it
to haeeg hipi, peocn, ma to kai.tirotro Iipi e kli ka whakawakim
ng me c puta ai ngo tikanga me ngi he omaobia n ki nga ritenga
tenei To'.
A kite mea ka macle te mali whac ira i ihakao ai te tangata
noho an i to wheia hacrenga hipi, wehii hki, i to kii kupu rami,
ahi mnei c tao tannata cohi to wheuac haerenoa hipi, abakoa, e
:ore cua ina c klia, cn eira c kn e ci he whakawa a to kai-
rotiro hipi, kin puta nga utu nci, ega tikonga c kiia nei o tenci
r-e.
64. Ki te mea 1- whakakia t tangata ki iga tikanga o tenei co n. .,
ic, me nga hipi, a ka kii tin, e hl' i cia nn hipi, a ki to inca mnei, *
ahen angawanga ana to whakaro ki nga hipi, naat maci, am,
ga hipi e whliwokia emi to acoro a to Koti, ki to tikana a tenei
re, penei, ma na Kai-whakcawa Ttilhi o to Piihi e mem, ko te
gata nana hcc ipi, on to ali o aua hlip i ako ake i te ahuc o to
arani, me to korero a to kai-tirotiro hpi, me nga korem a to hanga e
haaki koreo ann i to aroaro a to whakawa me con hipi, a ma
oa Kai-whakaic ae mena kia utua nga moni e kiia nei mc to hama, me
e utu me te whaki akanga, me cta i aga moni o nga hipi ana hokona
tahi o a" hipi ki to tilinga c to kupu kii a ao Kai-whakaws kia
iokona etahi o aua hipi, a ki to kore e em na mon, me hoko ccc he
ipi, a Id te kore e oa aun meac i era, penei, me kii he meal kia rica
i i emhi teonga an ate tangata ona aua hipi.
68. Itt to men l molio to kai-tiretiro hipi, he hipi ano kei tetahi ap .
mkiwa co mai ana e to kutu, penei, mana, ma tam kai-tirotiro hipi te i a 0c.
vbakaaro me nga mahi e mahia id aua hipi kia kore ai ho kuto i aua
ipi. A ki to mea e kore e mahia nga mai e to taingata nana
ion hipi, e kore ai lie kutu i aua hipi, penei, he me tika aon Ida mahia
iga mabi e kiia nei e ted Tue e to kai-tirotico hipi kin koe ai lie
ate i aua hipi, ano i mahia ki to tionga e kiia nei m aga hipi mate
te hkiiki. A ka mcc ano lkii a toon kai-tientim ihipi, kite in
Skit eta aua hipi he hipi lion pangia e to mate, a ki to mena ka lin
ua hipi le hipi mate, peni, ko to utu e utu ai to tangeata ecna
,on hipi mote i to kutu, me n tangata k atu mnei, ko nga utu, me
c wlioe o tau a i to Koot ki to tangata mona nga hipi mate i to
eihaki.
The Sheep Act, 1879 (Extracts)
)LATE X
Te whakatikatikanga o nga tangata hei
Kai-pooti.
NGA TIKNGA.
Te. Cagi0. Tctikacc koita powti km ohibati. ki. to ho
2. T. fc.tcp c i gt. to -goi a ]t Wmu LX . t . ,iW ka-ponau
I1. C [ca to eian utu. . k.c. a o, 1-t m-m1, I=nc.
-. p.,,i.tw .' i. t. . anh 0, ta ku . .mt
HE TORE hoi whakarite i to tika o nga tangata kai-pooti mema me te Whare Runanga Nui.
IA meingatia hei tore e te Runanga KNui 0 Nui Tireci, e noo
ihului ana i rota i to Paremete i rare ano i tona mana, nga
tikanga e whai ake nei:-
1. Ko to ingoa pete o tenet Toe ko "To Ture whboattkatianga
o ego Tncgata kai-pooti 1879."
2. e ega mema me to Whare Runanga Nt me whiriwltiri maii to takLw uoti to whakarite he Takiwa pooti, i rungo i nga pooti a
nga tagata e noho an i rota o Niu Tireni, a e whiwhii ana i ona
takiw i ngo huaaihi pooti e whlakoritea ana e tenci Ture ana.
(1.) Katon ia taugata e tan ana ona tau ki to rua to kau ma
tahi hipa atu mnei, he whenua tona nona ake e man ana
ki a ia i rote ano i te takiwa pooti e puta ai tona pooti, a e
tae ana ng utu o tam wheoa ki te fnla to ka ma rima
patna, ahakoa he men a to ture kei runga e tau aa, a kea
tuturt ki a ia ke whaitake i i runga i to tre me to tika
a ku ono nga momma e ma ana li a in taoua whenua i
caa at i to rehtitatoga o tona pooi; tetahi
(2.) Katoa in tangata tane e tae ana ona tau ki to rum to kau
ma tahi hipa atu mnar kua kotahi tau e noo ana i rote i
to koroni, a ku ono macama i rote i to takiwa pootie tone
poot ann in. No i to kore ia e rehitatia i rre i to hua-
mhi whiwhi whenua o tend Tone me tan tal ,a, c tika
noot Itoi rehitatia he kai-pooti, a kic-pooti in i eo pooti-
tngo mema o aa takiwa mo to Whor Iuancega nui.
The Qualification of Electors Bill, 1879
PLATE IX
Paremete Hou.J [ffaori Ryere ntaiot.
Hon. Te Hooro.
Ture Whakatu Mema Maori.
HE PIRE E RUAINA ANA
HR TURF hei whakarite me te whakau Mema mo te
iwi Maori i rote i te Runanga Nui.
A KA MEINGATIA hei Tore e te Runanga Nui o Kiu Tireni e
nho huihi ana i rote ite Paremete, i runga hoki i te maca o
taua Runanga, nga whakaritenga ka whakaaturia i rare iho nei:-
1. Ko te Ingoa Pete me tenet Ture ko "To To're Whakatu
Memoa Maori, 1879."
2. I rote i te wai-hanga o tenet Ture ko nga tikanga o nga kupu,
me nga whakahua i rare iho nei, koi na tonu te whakamaoritanga e
mau na me i knpu, ina ra, ki te kore e rereke te ahua i etahi me e
tkoto aea i rote i nga putake-korero e kino ai ki aua tikanga, ina
hoki ra:-
Ko tenei kupu " Maori " tona tikanga he tangata tane Maori o
Kin Tireni, tae au hold ki nga tane hawhe-kaihe e noho
ana i rote i te iwi Maori, e haere ana hoki t runga i nga
ritenga maori, a me i tamaiti tane a taua tu hawhe-kaihe
e whanau mai ana i te wahine maori.
Ko te " Kai Rehita" he taIngata e whakaturia ari i raro i tenei
Ture, hei rehita i nga kai-pooti maori.
Ko te "Apiha Whakahaere Pooti," he tangata e whakaturia
ana hei whakahaere i iga pooti i rare i tenei Ture.
3. Ko in maori e tae ana ona tau ki to rua-tekau-ma-tahi, a hipa
atu, a kaore he hara e mau ana i runga i a i, kaore aco ranei kin
herheretia me tetahi whanako kino, me te hara ki te Karamna, ma
tetahi hara nui ke ranei, e tika ana taua maori kia rehitatia hei kai-
pont i nga Mema Maori e tu aa mc te Whare Rumanga Nui i roto i
to takiea e noho ana ton pooti.
4. Katoa nga Maori kua rehitatia hei kai-pooti, e mana ana ratou
ki te tu hei mema i rote i to Runanga Nui me tetahi wahacga o te
Koroni in-aro i tenei Ture.
5. Ko tokomaha o ega mema Maori kia whakaturia me to
Koront katoa, me haere i rtmga i te nuinga nega Maori e rehitatia ana
hei kai-peoti, penei hoki me te nuinga o ngo mema Pakeha i rote te
Runaga Nui (haunga riga mema Maori), arm, me haere i runga i te
tokomaha o Dga kai-pootimo ratou kua rehitatia nei ki nga rouru o
nga takiwa pooti e whiwh! nei ki to mema Pakeha.
The Maori Representation Bill, 1879
PLATE XI
Ko WIKITORIA, to Kuini o Ingarani, i tam mahara
ataai ki g. Ragui 
m
e ag Hap. . N. Timni. i a. hiaha hoki ki.
tohung~iaka mtouo Ltoum gtmagamet mta wuh aia ua
hoki te Iongo kia raa ma ta ate -oho hek., ka -mk-o ia he m. lika ki
tLkua re tah Raagatiaa hei ka akaite hi aga Langato aaoa 0 N, Tiai.
Kim wak-aia e aga Roogaim m-a .a Kaaaa g. . te Kai, ki ago wahi
kaao e w ua ai me ga.  . NatW mea hki he koaha k, rga
tamgata .t.a aiw a o h. k ne na, a . ah- .ainei.
Na. ko t K.ii e hahiaa kia akaiaa te Fwataag, khia kaa
a.i mb kino e puts mai ki ta aagaaa mao i te pakeh a .. ho arO ka
Na. ka. pam te Kmn kia tukua a ha., a Wta a HOpmnaa, he Kapi.
=ana i toiam Nai, ho. Kaana mnga - ah i kmaa o Na Ti.aai, e tuk.a
aie am. ki te Kain,; e me.a aa a . a "ga Haagataa . t. Waha
mi...ga .ga Hap. . Na .ian,, me em ..agat atu, anei t k. ha
k-~rtia nei.
K. .e tuatahi
Ko ago Ragaatia o te Wakmneag, me ago Rangatia k-a hoki,
kihai u ki a Wakainanga, h kh raa at ki le Kini a l.ga.i eke
oaa a-a te Kaaanga ka-a 0 . - em.
Ko ta aua,
Ko te Kuini Igaaw k. oAkle ka .. k- ki ag. Raagamd i
igo Hapu, ki aga Lngata kaoa N, Tiaa., te toiRo agaojaat go oa
wenua oaou kaogaa amoaatu aogoa ka Oaoia ko aga Raagaaara oLte
Wakaiaeaga, me aga Rangafia atoa ak.- ha k u ki we Kuini te hokoaa o
-m wahi wea e pai aj ttgota noaate wLa .. a, ki te itaga a L am e a-a
i e ma.moue ho khho m-Iae e te Kui heal kai hooaa.
Ko te tuatom,
a Hei waatiunga ma hoki tnei mo te makaaaaga u te Ka-aa ga
oteKJni. Kaiakia te Kuma [gaa1 ago taagaa aara hatoa a No
Tiani. Ka mka ki amo ga ikaga k rite tahi ki aoo mm ki go
aagao 0 tagaaai.
WILLIAM HOBSON, Consul & Lieutenant-Governor.
N.ho aoa, ko g. aga i . te Wakamna o apa o N
Tiaai, ka hihi ei ki Waiang. Ko mmaou ha i-ko ago a.gaaa a N.i
Tiaai, k kite nei te ritenaga o mei kpu, k tmagoha, ka aaaetia katoaa
e maaoo. Koia ka tohagia a, a ma.to ingoa  mou. Loha.
Ka .matia L"am ki Waaanga, i te o ao m 0g Ppuere, iL ta
ko ah immo .r  - taem, . to. ao MAk L.
Native Land Acts
(in English and Maori)....1888
PLATE XII
ad me nga Rahui o te Tai Haaum ki ma te Kawanatanga me tono ki a Ta-
aga tikanga katoa i runga i nga whaka- whiao a ki to whakaae ia tera pea nga
gangg a tga Apitireita aa nga Kai- Maori e whakaae. No nga tikanga
whiirwhii o muri nei kia pau katoa tenei o taku Pire Whakahaere Whenua
mat at nga kaute a taea noatia tenei re. Maori e man eke nei:-
[Whakaaetia ana. "8. Ko nga tikaoga o to Ture Ko-
miti, 1886, me pa ki nga Whena Maori,
PIRE MO NGA MAHI NUNU. - a ko nga reiti katoa i whakataua ki
TAIPUA.-E to Tumuaki ko etahi rungs i aua whenua me tuku hei hanga
tetkona o tenei Pire e pa ana ki nga ron i runga i ama whenua.
Mfaori, a ki taku whakaaro he mea tika a 9. Ko nga whenua katoa e wehea
kia whakatikatikaia. Ka pai ahau me. ana me mga rori me whakatau ki te
boarea t whakaritea e to mema nana Karamna.
toi  kokiri i tenei Pire kia panmitia nga " 10. Ko nga whenua katoa e hiahia-
nohoanga o to Kooti ki roto i to Nu tia ama mo nga rori me nga rerewe me
Tiraai Kahiti me te Kahiti kia tin era atu mahi nuani ka ahei to tuku utu
moho al toga Maori. He mea tika kia kore Ui ena ropu takliwa kamupani
mite pauitanga oga nohoanga o to ranei e hanga ana i aua rerewe i aua
Knotl hot whakarongo i nga tono mm mahi nunui ranei.
ta whema e tangohia na amo nga "11. Ka ahei to wehe etahi rahui hei
mai ami. E hiahia ana hoki ahau painga mo te katoa pera ano me nga
ia whiniwhiria e ia tetabi tikanga tiaki rahmi i etahi atm wahi o to korom"
nega arupm Maori me etahi atu wahi E to Tamaki tekau ma ono uga pire
ho too nei ona tikanga ki tga Maori kla a to Kawanatanga e mae nei i roto i
kare o takahia huhua koretia e to ta- taku ringa e pa an ki nga whenua
ogata. Ka tukua e ahau aku mene- Maori a ko to Atua anake e mohio ana e
mamna ki te Minita mm nga Mabi Noni whia ranei kei mun. I patai atu ano
ins tukuna eei take kim Komititia. He sao i ter po he aha te take i kore at
ml to owhiti o nga Maorn ki nga mahi to Kawanatanga e tango i taku Pire hei
mkanoa a to tangata tI to taka kino i o riwhi mm enei tini Pire Whenua Maori a
Wom urupa. A e hiahia an ahau kim to Kawanatanga ma te pore hoki e kore
tLio tau tetahi tikanga mm runga i ene" ai e moumoutia to taima. o to koron. I
me& kia kore ai e puts he raruraL a taku tukunga i taku Pire ki to hi Maori
mur ake nei. Mehemea e tino mara i a Pepuere kua hr nei ko Patara to
ma out te Ture mm runga i enei me kaiwhakahaere a Tawhiao a kihai a i
okore o pmta he raruran ina tonoa he whakahe ki take Pire. I he to whaka-
sto ma to v;awahanga i nga taiepa me haere o a matou whenua i rare i toga tuto
aabi atu taoga. Whakaaetia an to o moa. Akuanei kahore koutou e tahmi
gai tuarua. ki to whakalti i te maha o ama Pire
erangi e whakamah mai ana a e nui
REREWE NUI 0 AOTEAROA. haere aa i nga tau katoa. Ko etahi
TAIWHANGA.-E to Tumuaki he tangata e mea ana he tagat noa nei a
imgta tautok tonm ahau kia hangs Tawhia erangi e rtiro na he iainga i
leverewe e nga wa katoa. Kua ki ano isia i rungs i te Tae. Mehemea o
1hta ki kore nga rerewe me nga rorl hamene ana tai nga tangata mm to
khaore kau he tikanga o nga whenua. pokanoa o to haere ti rungs i tona,
Frangi mm runga i tenei take me matua whenua ters ia e wimii runga i to Ture.
wakaao a Tawhio. Kua mahs aku E penl aa hoki nga kupu o to Tiriti o
itenga i a Wahanui i Akarana a i ki Waitangi. E whakapumautia an e to
at hau ki sim ki to tobe tom ia i to Kuimi o Ingarangi ki nga rangatira me
ttu i noga whenua o Waikato kim nga iwi o Niu 'treni me o ratou hapu
hakawaom e to Kooti Wuenua Maori me is tangata o ratou to tino mans ki o
kin ahei ai ia to hoko e ama whenua e ratou whenua me o ratou ngahere me
'tre a tika no te me& kei rawo taua ta- ratou mahinga ika men ratou taoga e
ta i to Tiriti o Waitangi, a ket rare mau an& ki a ratou ki i 4tangata o ratou
lie mana o Tawhiao. Ko to me tika pens a no to roa me to ratou hiahia ki
Nga Korero Paremete
